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STATE OF THE WORLD POPULATION REPORT 

Recently, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) has released its flagship report, ‘State of the World 

Population 2019’. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ India-Accounts for over one-sixth of the world’s population in 2019. Grown at a rate 1.2% per year between 2010 

and 2019. During the same period World growth rate is 1.2%. 

▪ India has fewer teen birth and maternal death rates. 

▪ India’s life expectancy at birth is 69 to 72 years (lower than the world’s). 

▪ 86% of births in India (2006 and 2017), were attended by skilled health personnel (which is 79% across the 

world). 

▪ India’s MMR in 2015 was 174 deaths per lakh live births (global MMR in 2015 was 216). 28 of every 1,000 

Indian adolescent women (age 15-19) gave birth between 2006 and 2017 

▪ India’s fertility rate in 2019 is 2.3 births per woman, (which is 2.5 worldwide). 

▪ Early marriage continues to present a major cultural obstacle to female empowerment and better reproductive 

rights. 

▪ India scores higher than the global average in terms of access to healthcare during childbirth. 

▪ China, the world’s most populous country has a population growth rate of 0.5% per year between 2010 and 2019, 

▪ This is less than half of that in India or in the world. 

▪ The report includes, for the first time, data on Women’s ability to make decisions over 3 key areas, 

1. Sexual intercourse with their partner. 

2. Contraception use. 

3. Health care. 

▪ According to the analysis, the absence of reproductive and sexual rights has a major negative repercussion on 

women’s education, income and safety. 

▪ It makes them “unable to shape their own futures”. 

ASSAM NRC 

Recently, Assam government released the district-wise figures of people excluded from the draft NRC 

published last year. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The NRC is an exercise to identify Indian citizens living in Assam, a state marked by illegal migration from 

Bangladesh. 

▪ The final draft was published last year, included 2.89 crore of the 3.29 crore applicants, excluding around 40 lakh 

people. 

▪ The district-wise data shows how many people in each district were included and excluded in the draft NRC. 

▪ According to the data, 

1. 12.15 % applicants’ names were excluded from the final draft. 

2. In districts adjacent to the Bangladesh border, like 

3. South Salmara - 7.22 % applicants were excluded. 

4. In Dhubri it is 8.26 % and 

5. In Karimganj it is 7.67 %. 

6. In the districts where indigenous people live like ‘Karbi Anglong’ the figure is 14.31%. 

7. In upper Assam’s Tinsukia, this figure is 13.25 % where sons of the soil have been living for ages. 

8. The districts close to the border with Bangladesh are bound to have a high percentage of undocumented or 

illegal migrants. 

9. The Muslim-majority districts (not border districts) like Morigaon, Nagaon and Barpeta garnered high 

exclusion rates 15.04 %, 14.12 % and 13.4 % respectively. 
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NRC: The National Register of Citizens (NRC) is a register containing names of all genuine Indian citizens. At 

present, only Assam has such a register.  The exercise may be extended to other states as well. Nagaland is already 

creating a similar database known as the Register of Indigenous Inhabitants. The Centre is planning to create a 

National Population Register (NPR), which will contain demographic and biometric details of citizens. 

WHAT IS NRC IN ASSAM? 

The NRC in Assam is basically a list of Indian citizens living in the state. The citizens’ register sets out to identify 

foreign nationals in the state that borders Bangladesh. 

The process to update the register began following a Supreme Court order in 2013, with the state’s nearly 33 million 

people having to prove that they were Indian nationals prior to March 24, 1971. The updated final NRC was released 

on August 31, with over 1.9 million applicants failing to make it to the list. 

 

HOW DOES ONE PROVE CITIZENSHIP? 

 In Assam, one of the basic criteria was that the names of applicant's family members should either be in the first NRC 

prepared in 1951 or in the electoral rolls up to March 24, 1971.  

Other than that, applicants also had the option to present documents such as refugee registration certificate, birth 

certificate, LIC policy, land and tenancy records, citizenship certificate, passport, government issued licence or 

certificate, bank/post office accounts, permanent residential certificate, government employment certificate, 

educational certificate and court records. 

WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE EXCLUDED INDIVIDUALS? 

Non-inclusion of a person's name in the NRC does not by itself amount to him/her being declared a foreigner. Such 

individuals will have the option to present their case before foreigners' tribunals. If one loses the case in the tribunal, 

the person can move the high court and, then, the Supreme Court.  

 In the case of Assam, the state government has clarified it will not detain any individual until he/she is declared a 

foreigner by the foreigners' tribunal.  

The 1951 NRC in Assam: NRC for Indian citizens in Assam was first created in 1951. Manipur and Tripura were 

also granted permission to create their own NRCs, but it never materialised. The reason behind the move was to 

identify Indian citizens in Assam amid "unabated" migration from East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). The list 

comprised of those who lived in India on January 26, 1950, or were born in India or had parents who were born in 

India or had been living in India for at least five years before the January 26, 1950 cut-off.  
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REDUCING FOOD LOSS AND WASTE 

A new report “Reducing Food Loss and Waste” has been released by ‘World Resources Institute (WRI)’ and 

‘Rockefeller Foundation’. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It quantified that nearly one-third of the food produced each year goes uneaten, costing the global economy over 

$940 billion. 

▪ The uneaten food is responsible for emitting about 8% of planet-warming greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 

 

▪ It put forward a ‘Global Action Agenda’, 

1. It calls on governments, companies, farmers and consumers to collectively overcome world’s food loss 

problem. 

2. Some of these actions include developing national strategies for food loss and waste reduction, 

3. Creating national public-private partnerships, 

4. Launch supply chain initiatives. 

5. Reducing small-holder losses. 

6. Shifting consumer social norms. 

FOOD LOSS FOOD WASTE 

 

Food loss refers to any food that is lost in the supply 

chain between the producer and the market. This may be 

the result of pre-harvest problems, such as pest 

infestations, or problems in harvesting, handling, 

storage, packing or transportation. Some of the 

underlying causes of food loss include the inadequacy of 

infrastructure, markets, price mechanisms or even the 

lack of legal frameworks. Tomatoes crushed during 

transport because of improper packaging is one example 

of food loss. 

Food waste, on the other hand, refers to the discarding 

or alternative (non-food) use of food that is safe and 

nutritious for human consumption.  Food is wasted in 

many ways: 

▪ Fresh produce that deviates from what is considered 

optimal in terms of shape, size and color, for 

example is often removed from the supply chain 

during sorting operations. 

▪ Foods that are close to, at or beyond the “best-

before” date are often discarded by retailers and 

consumers. 

▪ Large quantities of wholesome edible food are often 

unused or left over and discarded from household 

kitchens and eating establishments. 
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Less food and food waste would lead to more efficient land use and better water resource management with positive 

impacts on climate change and livelihoods. 

▪ According to the report most of the food loss happens, 

1. “Near the farm” predominantly in lower-income countries. 

2. “Near the plate” predominantly in higher-income countries. 

▪ Using FAO data of the UN, the report concluded that, 

1. Roots and tubers are the food group that face the maximum wastage, at over 62%. 

2. Fruits and vegetables follow, with over 41%. 

3. Fruits and vegetables make up the largest share of total annual food loss and waste as a proportion, by weight, 

of all the food. 

INTERIM GOVERNMENT 

On September 2, 1946, the Congress party formed the interim government led by Jawaharlal Nehru. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It was the only cabinet in India’s history in which arch-rivals Congress and the Muslim League shared power at 

the Centre. 

▪ The interim government functioned with a great degree of autonomy, and remained in power until the end of 

British rule. 

▪ After which it was succeeded by the ‘Dominions of India and Pakistan’. 

▪ Starting with Cripps mission in 1942, a number of attempts were made by colonial authorities to form an interim 

government. 

▪  In 1946, elections to the Constituent Assembly were held following the proposals of the British Cabinet Mission 

dispatched by ‘Clement Attlee’. 

▪ In that election, the Congress obtained a majority seats and Muslim League consolidated its support among 

Muslim electorate. 

▪ ‘Viceroy Wavell’ subsequently called upon Indian representatives to join the interim government. 

▪ A federal scheme had been visualised under the ‘Government of India Act of 1935’. But this component was 

never implemented due to the opposition from India’s princely states. 

▪ As a result, the interim government functioned according to the older ‘Government of India Act of 1919’.  

▪ The Muslim League initially decided to sit out of the government. 

▪ 3 of the 5 ministries reserved for Muslims were occupied all non-League Muslim representatives and 2 posts 

remained vacant. 

▪ However, after Lord Wavell agreed to allot all 5 reserved portfolios to the Muslim League if it agreed to 

cooperate, the latter finally joined. 

▪ On September 26, 1946, Nehru declared the government’s plan to engage in direct diplomatic relations with all 

countries. 

1. In November 1946, India ratified the ‘Convention on International Civil Aviation’. 

2. In April 1947, the US announced the appointment of its ambassador to India. 

3. Embassy level diplomatic relations with the USSR and the Netherlands also started. 

▪ After Partition was announced on June 3, a dedicated cabinet sub-committee was formed to deal with the situation 

on June 5 

▪ Later, on June 16, a special cabinet committee aimed at tackling the administrative consequences of Partition was 

created. 

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF MUMBAI 

Recently, the Asiatic Society of Mumbai, elected it’s 1st woman president (‘Prof. Vispi Balaporia’) in 215 years 

of its existence. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The Asiatic Society began its journey in 1804 as the Literary Society of Bombay. 
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▪ It was founded by ‘Sir James Mackintosh’, a Scottish colonial administrator who had a keen interest in Oriental 

studies. 

▪ In 1826, the Literary Society became the Mumbai arm of the London-based Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain 

and Ireland. 

▪ It came to be called the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (BBRAS). 

▪ In its early days, membership of the Society was restricted to Europeans and the natives were not allowed to join 

until 1841. 

▪ In 1954, the institution was severed from its London parent and became the Asiatic Society of Bombay. 

▪ In 2002, it acquired its present name and its journal has been in publication since 1841. 

▪ Its activities include conducting historical research, awarding historians, and running an institute of post-graduate 

studies. 

▪ Its library, home to over 1 lakh books, consists of rare manuscripts contributed to it by the East India Company. 

▪ It also the prized collections of, Original copy of Dante’s Divine Comedy and Coins issued by ‘Kumaragupta’ (5th 

century), ‘Akbar’ (16th century) and ‘Shivaji’ (17th century). 

▪ The Society offers Junior Fellowships for research. 

▪ It recommends scholars for the ‘Tagore National Fellowship’ of the Ministry of Culture. 

▪ The Governor of Maharashtra is the Society’s Chief Patron. 

APACHE HELICOPTER 

Eight US made Apache AH-64E stealth attack helicopters, has been inducted into IAF. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 

▪ The IAF has signed a contract with ‘The Boeing’ and the US government for 22 Apache attack helicopters. 

▪ Apache is the most advanced multi-role heavy attack helicopter in the world. 

▪ Its modern capabilities include, fire-and-forget, anti-tank missiles, air-to-air missiles, rockets, and other 

ammunition. 

▪ Apaches has their ability to operate at much higher altitudes, unlike the aging Russian Mi-24/Mi-35 attack 

helicopters. 

▪ It also has modern electronic warfare capabilities to provide versatility in network-centric aerial warfare. 

▪ It carries a 30 mm chain gun with 1,200 rounds as part of the area weapon subsystem. 

▪ The helicopter carries the fire control Longbow radar, which has 360-degree coverage. 

▪ It also has a nose-mounted sensor suite for target acquisition and night-vision systems. 

▪ The Radar systems in the helicopter will enhance the capability of the IAF in providing integrated combat aviation 

cover. 

▪ It is day/night, all weather capable, and have high agility and survivability against battle damage. 

▪ These are easily maintainable even in field conditions, and are capable of prolonged operations in tropical and 

desert regions. 
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BANANAS BENFITTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE 

A new study has found that climate change has benefited Bananas over the last several decades. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It also predicted that the trend will reserve, with climate change eventually causing a negative impact. 

▪ Bananas are recognised as the most important crop, providing food, nutrition and income for millions across the 

globe. 

▪ It thrives in warmer climates and India is the world’s largest producer and consumer of the fruit crop. 

▪ The study found that 27 countries, accounting for 86% of the world’s dessert banana production. 

▪ These countries have, on an average seen increased crop yield since 1961 by 1.37 tonnes/hectare every year. 

▪ It was due to the changing climate resulting in more favourable growing conditions.  

▪ In India, data from the National Horticulture Board show broadly consistent yields in 6 years 

▪ The study says the gains in these 27 countries could be significantly reduced by 2050 to 1.19-0.59 tonnes/hectare. 

▪ The study predicts that 10 countries, including India could see a significant decline in crop yields. 

▪ On the other hand, that some countries including Ecuador (the largest exporter), Honduras and a number of 

African countries may see an overall benefit in crop yields. 

DART MISSION 

NASA’s DART mission, aims to deflect ‘Didymos B’, the “moonlet” of the Didymos asteroid system. It is an 

ambitious double-spacecraft mission to deflect an asteroid in space. 

 

▪ It is to prove the technique as a viable method of planetary defence. 

▪ Among all the causes that may cause extinction of life on Earth, an asteroid hit is widely acknowledged as one of 

the likeliest. 

▪ The mission, includes NASA and the European Space Agency, is known as the ‘Asteroid Impact Deflection 

Assessment’ (AIDA). 

▪ The target is the smaller of two bodies in the “Double Didymos asteroids” that are in orbit between Earth and 

Mars. 

▪ Didymos is a near-Earth asteroid system. 

▪ Its main body measures about 780 m across, the smaller body is a “moonlet” about 160 m in diameter. 

▪ The project aims to deflect the orbit of the smaller body through an impact by one spacecraft. 

▪ Then a second spacecraft will survey the crash site and gather the maximum possible data on the effect of this 

collision. 

▪ NASA is building the Double Asteroid Impact Test (DART) spacecraft for launch in summer 2021. 

▪ It is planned to collide with the target at 6.6 km/s in September 2022. 
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▪ Flying along with DART will be an Italian-made miniature CubeSat, called LICIA Cube, to record the moment of 

impact. 

▪ ESA’s contribution is a mission called ‘Hera’, which will perform a close-up survey of the post-impact asteroid. 

HERA 

▪ Hera – named after the Greek goddess of marriage – is a candidate ESA mission that will be humankind’s first 

probe to rendezvous with a binary asteroid system, a little understood class making up around 15% of all known 

asteroids. 

▪ Hera is the European contribution to an international double-spacecraft mission. NASA will first perform a kinetic 

impact on the smaller of the two bodies, then Hera will follow-up with a detailed post-impact survey that will turn 

this grand-scale experiment into a well-understood and repeatable planetary defence technique. 

▪ While doing so, Hera will also demonstrate multiple novel technologies, such as autonomous navigation around 

the asteroid – like modern driverless cars on Earth, and gather crucial scientific data, to help scientists and future 

mission planners better understand asteroid compositions and structures. 

▪ Due to launch in 2024, Hera would travel to a binary asteroid system – the Didymos pair of near-Earth asteroids. 

The 780 m-diameter mountain-sized main body is orbited by a 160 m moon, informally called ‘Didymoon’, about 

the same size as the Great Pyramid of Giza. 

IMD COLOUR-CODES 

The ‘India Meteorological Department’ (IMD) issued a ‘Red’ alert for Mumbai due to continuous downpour 

across the city. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ IMD uses 4 colour codes to indicate various categories of alerts, from Green to Red. 

 

1. Green (All is well): No action needs to be taken by the authorities. The forecast is of light to moderate rain. 

2. Yellow (Be Aware): Authorities are advised to “Be updated” on the situation. It also suggests that the weather 

could change for the worse. 

3. Orange/Amber (Be prepared): Authorities are expected to “Be prepared”. The forecast is of heavy to very 

heavy rainfall. It is also a sign for people to prepare for evacuation. 

4. Red (Take Action): Authorities to “Take action”. The forecast is for extremely heavy rainfall. Extremely bad 

weather conditions, certainly going to disrupt travel and power and has significant risk to life. These alerts are 

universal in nature and are also issued during floods. 
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DADABHAI NAOROJI 

September 4, 2019 was the 194th birth anniversary of ‘Dadabhai Naoroji’. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 
▪ “Grand Old Man of India”, was among the first leaders who stirred national consciousness in the country. 

▪ He was closely involved with the Indian National Congress in its early phase. 

▪ His first agitation, in 1859, concerned recruitment to the ‘Indian Civil Service’ (today’s IAS). 

▪ In 1865 and 1866, Naoroji helped in founding the ‘London Indian Society’ and the ‘East India Association’ 

respectively. 

▪ The two organisations sought to bring nationalist Indians and sympathetic Britons on one platform. 

▪ In 1885, Naoroji became a vice-president of the Bombay Presidency Association. 

▪ He was nominated to the Bombay legislative council and helped form the Indian National Congress (INC). 

▪ He was Congress president thrice, in 1886, 1893, and 1906.He was the first Asian to become a ‘British MP’ when 

he was elected to the House of Commons in 1892. 

▪ In the British Parliament, Naoroji worked to bring Indian issues to the fore. 

▪ A moderate himself, Naoroji acted as a liaison between nationalist Indians and British parliamentarians. 

▪ In 1893, he helped form an Indian parliamentary committee to attend to Indian interests. 

▪ Naoroji was a vocal critic of the colonial economic policy in India. 

▪ He was the key proponents of “Drain Theory”, disseminating it in his book “Poverty and Un-British Rule in 

India”. 

▪ He argued that imperial Britain was draining away India’s wealth to itself through exploitative economic policies. 

▪ He set up the ‘Gyan Prasarak Mandali’ (Society for Promotion of Knowledge) for the education of Indians. 

▪ He acted as a mentor to Mahatma Gandhi, Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Gopal Krishna Gokhale. 

JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE (JWST) 

NASA's James Webb Space Telescope has been fully assembled. 
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▪ It is the successor to the ‘Hubble observatory’ and is scheduled to launch into space in March 2021. 

▪ The JWST won’t just replace Hubble, it will massively expand our ability to observe distant objects. 

▪ Once put in space, the telescope will explore the cosmos, planets and moons within our solar system. 

▪ It will also explore the most ancient and distant galaxies using infrared light. 

▪ It is funded by NASA in conjunction with the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). 

▪ It will also have the power to analyse the atmospheres of many the new planets, for the potential for life. 

▪ After launch, it will head near the Earth-Sun ‘L2’ Lagrange point almost a million miles away (1.5 million 

kilometers). 

LAGRANGE POINT: A Lagrange point is a location in space where the combined gravitational forces of two large 

bodies, such as Earth and the sun or Earth and the moon, equal the centrifugal force felt by a much smaller third body. 

The interaction of the forces creates a point of equilibrium where a spacecraft may be "parked" to make observations. 

▪ These points are named after Joseph-Louis Lagrange, an 18th-century mathematician who wrote about them in a 

1772 paper concerning what he called the "three-body problem." They are also called Lagrangian points and 

libration points.    

 

There are five Lagrange points around major bodies such as a planet or a star. Three of them lie along the line 

connecting the two large bodies.  

▪ In the Earth-sun system, for example, the first point, L1, lies between Earth and the sun at about 1 million miles 

from Earth. L1 gets an uninterrupted view of the sun, and is currently occupied by the Solar and Heliospheric 

Observatory (SOHO) and the Deep Space Climate Observatory.  

▪ L2 also lies a million miles from Earth, but in the opposite direction of the sun. At this point, with the Earth, moon 

and sun behind it, a spacecraft can get a clear view of deep space 

▪ The third Lagrange point, L3, lies behind the sun, opposite Earth's orbit. For now, science has not found a use for 

this spot, although science fiction has. 

▪ L1, L2 and L3 are all unstable points with precarious equilibrium. If a spacecraft at L3 drifted toward or away 

from Earth, it would fall irreversibly toward the sun or Earth, "like a barely balanced cart atop a steep hill, 

▪ Points L4 and L5, however, are stable. Because of the stability of these points, dust and asteroids tend to 

accumulate in these regions. Asteroids that surround the L4 and L5 points are called Trojans in honour of the 

asteroids Agamemnon, Achilles and Hector that are between Jupiter and the Sun.  

LEPROSY & TUBERCULOSIS 

Since August 2019, India has embarked on a large-scale plan to screen all children for leprosy and tuberculosis. 

▪ The existing Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK) infrastructure will be used for the screening. 

▪ An estimated 25 crore children below the age of 18 will be screened for these two infectious diseases. 

▪ If a person is suspected to have either of the two, s/he will be sent to a higher centre for confirmation. 
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ISSUE 

▪ Leprosy is a chronic infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium leprae. 

▪ It usually affects the skin and peripheral nerves but has a wide range of clinical manifestations. 

▪ It is a leading cause of permanent physical disability. 

▪ Timely diagnosis and treatment of cases, before nerve damage has occurred, is the most effective way of 

preventing disability due to leprosy. 

▪ Tuberculosis infection, caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis, is one of the most common communicable 

diseases in India. 

▪ Its transmission is fuelled by unhygienic, crowded living conditions. 

▪ It is said that most Indians carry the bacterium and the infection flares up when their immunity levels are low. 

▪ India’s tuberculosis burden is the highest in the world. 

▪ Children tend to be more prone to catching infectious diseases from their peers because of long hours in confined 

spaces and more bodily contact than in adults. 

SOLUTIONS 

▪ Addressing the problem early would ensure that the infection cycle is broken. 

▪ In the case of leprosy, it could mean the prevention of disability. 

▪ The programme would also give preventive medication to people who have come in contact with the confirmed 

cases. 

▪ For TB, India’s malnutrition burden is an additional risk factor which should be addressed soon. 

▪ As per the National Family Health Survey (NFHS)-4 (2015-16), 35.7% children below age five are underweight, 

38.4% are stunted (low height for age) and 21% are wasted (low weight for height) in the country. 

INITIATIVES 

▪ Launched in 2013 under the National Health Mission, RBSK is focused on preventing disease and disability in 

children. 

▪ “Child Health Screening and Early Intervention Services” refer to early detection and management of a set of 30 

health conditions prevalent in children less than 18 years of age. 

▪ These conditions are together described as 4Ds and they are defects at birth, diseases in children, deficiency 

conditions and developmental delays including disabilities. 

▪ Until now, neither leprosy nor TB was a part of the programme. 

▪ In 2017, India had set a target of elimination of leprosy by 2018. 

▪ The deadline has passed but leprosy remains a challenge in a country that launched the National Leprosy 

Eradication Programme way back in 1955. 

▪ For tuberculosis, the global Sustainable Development Goal target is to end the disease is 2030. 

▪ However, there is a new urgency in India’s TB control efforts since 2018, when Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

suo motu advanced the deadline for India to end TB to 2025. 

EASTERN ECONOMIC FORUM (EEF) 

Indian Prime Minister attended the 5th ‘Eastern Economic Forum’ (EEF) in Vladivostok, Russia. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ PM announced India would extend a $1 billion line of credit towards the development of the Russian Far East. 

▪ India was the first country in the world to open a consulate in Vladivostok. 

▪ Engaging closely with East Asia was in line with India’s policy goal of “Act East”. 

▪ This gives a new dimension to our economic diplomacy. 

▪ Among the participants in the Summit are India, Malaysia, Japan, Australia, and South Korea. 

▪ In the last five years as many as 17 different countries have invested in the Far East. 

▪ The region has its investment-friendly approach and vast reserves of natural resources. 
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▪ With this, it has the potential to strengthen India-Russia economic partnership in areas like, Energy, tourism, 

agriculture, diamond mining and alternative energy. 

▪ Lack of manpower is one of the main problems faced by the Far East. 

▪ Given this, Indian professionals like doctors, engineers and teachers can help in the region’s development. 

▪ For India, there is immense potential for mid-sized and small businesses. 

▪ The two countries agreed for the Chennai-Vladivostok sea route. 

EEF 

▪ EEF was established by a decree of the President of the Russian Federation, in 2015. 

▪ It aims to support economic development of Russia’s ‘Far East’. and to expand international cooperation in Asia-

Pacific region. 

▪ It takes place each year in Vladivostok. 

▪ It serves as a platform for the discussion of key issues in, 

1. World economy, regional integration and the development of new industrial and technological sectors. 

2. The ‘Far East’ is the easternmost part of Russia. 

3. The macro-region borders 2 oceans, the Pacific and the Arctic, and 5 countries, China, Japan, Mongolia, the 

United States and the N.Korea. 

4. The Far East is rich in natural resources like diamonds, stannary, gold, tungsten, fish and seafood. 

5. About 1/3rd of all coal reserves and hydro-engineering resources of the Russia are available here. 

CHENNAI TO VLADIVOSTOK SEA ROUTE 

▪ A Memorandum of Intent was signed to open a full-fledged maritime route between Russia’s eastern port city and 

Chennai. 

 

▪ This would allow India access to Russia’s Far East in 24 days, compared to 40 days taken by current route via 

Suez Canal. 

▪ This would also open new opportunities for India, like the India-Russia-Vietnam trilateral cooperation. 

▪ In Russian, ‘Vladivostok’ is ‘Ruler of the East’, located on the Golden Horn Bay to north of North Korea and a 

short distance from Russia’s border with China. 

▪ It is the largest port on Russia’s Pacific coast. 

▪ Automobiles are a major item of import at the port, from where they are often transported further inland. 

▪ India is building nuclear power plants with Russia’s collaboration in Kudankulam, Tamil Nadu. 

▪ The opening of a sea route is likely to help in the project. 
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▪ A vibrant sea route will help in the upscaling of trade relations between the two nations. 

▪ It will also increase India’s presence in the Indo-Pacific, and especially the South China Sea. 

‘MID-MONSOON 2019 LIGHTNING REPORT’ 

The ‘Mid-Monsoon 2019 Lightning Report’ released by ‘Climate Resilient Observing Systems Promotion 

Council’ (CROPC). 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ CROPC, a non-profit organisation works closely with India Meteorological Department (IMD). 

▪ It also convened, ‘Lightning Resilient Campaign’. 

▪ The report is prepared using IMD’s lightning forecasts including Nowcast, IITM-Pune’s lightning network data, 

NRSC, ISRO inputs and ground-based impacts reports. 

▪ For the first time, a report has mapped lightning strikes across the country, and the lives they have claimed. 

▪ This is part of effort to prepare a lightning risk map of India and identify lightning hotspots. 

▪ Lightning strikes have caused at least 1,311 deaths between April to July this year. 

▪ UP accounted for 224 of these deaths, followed by Bihar (170), Odisha (129) and Jharkhand (118). 

▪ It counted 65.55 lakh lightning strikes in India during April to July period, of which Odisha recorded over 9 lakh 

incidents. 

▪ IMD-installed sensors across India, have been giving alerts. 

▪ It is possible to predict, 30-40 minutes in advance, when a lightning strike heads towards Earth. 

▪ Location-based SMS services is available, State governments should take the data and start an emergency 

response system. But this is not done in many states, resulting in high casualties. 

▪ Timely dissemination of this information can save several lives. 

▪ After receiving alerts from IMD, they send pre-fixed messages to the grassroots utilising their network. 

▪ Vulnerable people have been trained how to respond after hearing the warning siren. 

▪ Recent observations confirm that the Chhotanagpur plateau, which is the confluence of Jharkhand, Odisha, part of 

Chhattisgarh and West Bengal inhabited by tribals. 

▪ It is the most lightning-prone area. 

▪ The area is electrostatically and thermodynamically charged, resulting in lightning. The report also found that 

areas prone to heatwaves were also prone to lightning. 

▪ Pollution increases aerosols in the atmosphere, which in turn increases lightning. 

▪  There have been at least 2 to 3 instances of lightning strikes without rainfall, killing persons in Jharkhand. 

LINKING LENDING RATE TO EXTERNAL BENCHMARK 

In a recent circular to banks, the RBI has directed lenders to link lending rate to external benchmark. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ In 2015, then RBI Governor decided that the system used by banks to price their loans needed to be changed. So, 

he introduced the Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR) regime. 

▪ In October 2017, an internal study group of the RBI recommended the adoption of external benchmarks to ensure 

effective policy transmission. This came after observing that the MCLR too had failed to deliver. 

▪ Notably, RBI made a total of 75 basis points (bps) reduction in the repo rate between February and June 2019. 

Against this, the weighted average lending rate on fresh rupee loans at banks eased only by 29 bps. 

▪ The current RBI move comes as an effort to address this problem of inadequate interest rate transmission. 

WAY FORWARD 

▪ Lenders will have to link all new floating rate loans given in the personal, retail and MSME categories to external 

benchmarks, including the repo rate, with effect from October 1 2019. 

▪ The banks are free to choose one of the several benchmarks: 

1. RBI repo rate 

2. the 91-day T-bill yield 
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3. the 182-day T-bill yield 

▪ Any other benchmark market interest rate produced by the Financial Benchmarks India Pvt. Ltd 

▪ However, the RBI has made it clear that lenders would need to adopt a uniform benchmark within a particular 

loan category. 

 

▪ Banks have also been given the leeway to determine their spread over the benchmark rate. 

▪ This is however subject to the condition that changes to the credit risk premium can only be made when the 

borrower’s credit assessment undergoes a substantial change. 

T-BILL: When the government is going to the financial market to raise money, it can do it by issuing two types of 

debt instruments – treasury bills and government bonds.  

▪ Treasury bills are issued when the government need money for a shorter period while bonds are issued when it 

need debt for more than say five years. 

▪ Treasury bills; generally shortened as T-bills, have a maximum maturity of a 364 days. Hence, they are 

categorized as money market instruments (money market deals with funds with a maturity of less than one year). 

▪ Treasury bills are presently issued in three maturities, namely, 91day, 182 day and 364 day.  

▪ Treasury bills are zero coupon securities and pay no interest. Rather, they are issued at a discount (at a reduced 

amount) and redeemed (given back money) at the face value at maturity. 

▪ Treasury bills are usually held by financial institutions including banks. They have a very important role in the 

financial market beyond investment instruments. Banks give treasury bills to the RBI to get money under repo. 

Similarly, they can keep it as part of SLR. 

▪ T-Bill Rates are determined by the central bank and used as a primary instrument for regulating money supply and 

▪ . In other words, it is the interest yield on earning assets such as a loan minus interest rates paid on borrowed 

funds. raising funds. 

INTEREST RATE SPREAD: Spread refers to the difference in borrowing rates and lending rates of financial 

institutions 

AVALANCHE ON MARS 

NASA's ‘Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’ (MRO) captured dust cloud from an avalanche of ice blocks on North 

Pole of Mars. 

▪ The photo of the avalanche was captured by onboard ‘High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment’ (HiRISE) 

camera. 
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▪ According to NASA, every spring the sun shines on the side of North Pole of Mars known as the north polar 

layered deposits. 

▪ This warmth destabilises the ice blocks, break loose which causes Avalanche. 

▪ Avalanches can also be caused by a number of things on Mars surface. 

▪ In June 2018, NASA’s orbiter was able to spot an avalanche, caused by a meteoroid impact on Mars. 

▪ The meteoroid crashed on a slope, it destabilized it and caused an avalanche of dirt and dust. 

MARS RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER (MRO) 

▪ MRO is a multipurpose spacecraft of NASA designed to conduct reconnaissance and exploration of Mars from 

orbit. 

▪ Launched in 2005, it carried instruments for studying the atmosphere of Mars and to search for signs of water on 

planet. 

▪ The scientific goals of MRO, according to NASA, are 

1. Search for evidence of past or present life in Mars. 

2. Understand the climate and volatile history of Mars. 

3. To Characterize the geology of Mars. 

4. To accomplish these goals, MRO carries multiple instruments and it has 3 cameras. 

HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGING SCIENCE EXPERIMENT (HIRISE) 

▪ High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment is a camera on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. 

▪  It consists of a 0.5 m (19.7 in) aperture reflecting telescope, the largest so far of any deep space mission, which 

allows it to take pictures of Mars with resolutions of 0.3 m/pixel (about 1 foot), resolving objects below a meter 

across. 

▪ HiRISE has imaged Mars exploration rovers on the surface, including the Opportunity rover, and the ongoing 

Curiosity mission. 

▪ The HiRISE camera is designed to view surface features of Mars in greater detail than has previously been 

possible. 

▪ It has provided a closer look at fresh martian craters, revealing alluvial fans, viscous flow features and ponded 

regions of pitted materials containing breccia clast. 

▪ This allows for the study of the age of Martian features, looking for landing sites for future Mars landers, and in 

general, seeing the Martian surface in far greater detail than has previously been done from orbit.  

▪ By doing so, it is allowing better studies of Martian channels and valleys, volcanic landforms, possible former 

lakes and oceans, sand dune fields such as Hagal and Nili Patera, and other surface landforms as they exist on the 

Martian surface. 

INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGE ORIGINS 

Largest-ever study of ancient human DNA illuminates the Indo-European language origins. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It indicated that Indo-European languages, arrived in Europe via the steppes. 

▪ Indo-European languages are the world’s biggest language group. 

▪ It includes Hindi-Urdu, Farsi, Russian, English, French, Gaelic and more than 400 other languages. 

▪ It suggests that the mass migration of Bronze Age herders from Eurasian Steppes, starting 5,000 years ago, 

westward to Europe and east to Asia. 

▪ Despite being spread over a vast area encompassing myriad cultures, these languages share uncanny similarities. 

▪ Similarities in syntax, numbers, basic adjectives and numerous nouns. 

▪ The study also found that the present-day speakers of both these groups descend from a subgroup of steppe 

herders. 

▪ They moved west toward Europe 5,000 years ago, then spread back east to Central and South Asia in the 

following 1,500 years. 

▪ It also found that, 
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1. South Asians who today speak Dravidian languages (mainly in southern India and southwestern Pakistan) had 

very little steppe DNA. 

2. While those who speak Indo-European languages like Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali have far more. 

3. As far as agriculture is concerned, prior work has found that farming spread to Europe via people of Anatolian 

ancestry. 

4. The study also points out that these steppe land herders have left their genetic mark on most Europeans living 

today. 

HARAPPAN CIVILIZATION DNA STUDY 

A new DNA study finds 2500 BC ‘Rakhigarhi’ skeletons have no traces of ‘Aryan gene’. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 

▪ Study examined DNA of skeletons found in Rakhigarhi, an Indus Valley Civilisation site in Haryana. 

▪ It found that there is no traces of R1a1 or Central Asian ‘steppe’, gene. 

▪ The population has no detectable ancestry from Steppe pastoralists or from Anatolian (modern day Turkey) and 

Iranian farmers. 

▪ It suggests that farming in South Asia arose from local foragers rather than from large-scale migration from the 

West, 

▪ The Central Asian ‘steppe’ gene is found in much of the Indian population today. 

▪ These DNA in Rakhigarhi had little of any Steppe pastoralist-derived ancestry. 

▪ It shows that it was not ubiquitous in north-west South Asia during the IVC as it is today. 

▪ The paper indicates that there was no Aryan invasion and no Aryan migration. 

▪ All the developments from the hunting-gathering to modern times in South Asia were done by indigenous people. 

▪ The paper concludes Indians came from a genetic pool predominantly belonging to an indigenous ancient 

civilisation. 

HEPATITIS B 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and Thailand became the first four countries in the WHO’s South-east Asia region 

to have successfully controlled hepatitis B. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ India introduced hepatitis B vaccine in the Universal Immunisation Programme in 2002 and scaled-up 

nationwide in 2011. 

▪ A study published in 2013 found lower coverage of hepatitis B vaccine in 8 of the 10 districts surveyed. But the 

coverage has increased with the introduction of a pentavalent vaccine on a pilot basis in Kerala and TN in 2011 

and national roll-out in 2014-2015. 

▪ According to the WHO, the coverage of hepatitis B third dose had reached 86% in 2015. 

▪ Despite the above, about 1 million people in India become chronically infected with the virus every year. 

▪ According to the Health Ministry, as on February 2019, an estimated 40 million people in India were infected. 

▪ Hepatitis B infection at a young age turns chronic, causing over 1,00,000 premature deaths annually from liver 

cirrhosis or liver cancer. 

▪ Despite the high vaccination coverage, disease prevalence in children aged less than 5 years has not dropped 

below 1%. 

▪ One of the reasons for this is the sub-optimal coverage of birth dose in all infants within 24 hours of birth. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF VACCINES 

▪ Hepatitis B birth dose, given in the first 24 hours, helps prevent vertical transmission from the mother to child. 

▪ The compulsion to increase birth dose to cut vertical transmission arises from two important reasons: 

1. About 70-90% new-borns infected this way become chronic carriers of hepatitis B. 

2. About 20-30% carriers in India are due to vertical transmission. 

▪ But even 7 years after the Health Ministry approved the birth dose in 2008, its coverage remained low - 45% in 

2015 and 60% in 2016. 

▪ More worryingly, even in the case of institutional delivery, the birth dose vaccine coverage is low - 76.36% in 

2017. 

▪ Incidentally, institutional delivery accounts for about 80% of all deliveries in the country. 

▪ The birth dose coverage when delivery takes place outside health-care institutions is not known. 

HEPATITIS B 

▪ Hepatitis B is a viral infection that attacks the liver and can cause both acute and chronic disease. 

▪ The virus is most commonly transmitted from mother to child during birth and delivery, as well as through contact 

with blood or other body fluids. 

▪ WHO estimates that in 2015, 257 million people were living with chronic hepatitis B infection (defined as 

hepatitis B surface antigen positive). 

▪ Hepatitis B can be prevented by vaccines that are safe, available and effective. 

▪ The virus is said to be controlled when the disease prevalence is reduced to less than 1% among children less than 

5 years of age. 

T N MANOHARAN COMMITTEE 

The task force set up by the RBI to examine the possibilities of a secondary market for corporate loans in India 

submitted its report recently. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The task force was led by Canara Bank Chairman T N Manoharan. 

▪ It suggested creating a self-regulatory body (SRB) to manage the secondary market. 

▪ This would develop appropriate benchmark rates for secondary market purchase and sale of corporate loans. 

▪ The SRB is expected to also finalise detailed modalities and formulate guidelines. 

▪ It would – 

1. standardise the paperwork associated with loans, making them easier to trade 

2. maintain the standards and examine documentation 

3. maintain a central registry, and so on. 
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▪ Aside from the creation of this quasi-regulator, the committee also suggested that existing requirements be 

changed. 

▪ It said the secondary market for corporate loans, currently dominated by banks, be thrown open to mutual funds, 

pension funds, and insurance companies. 

▪ To start with, it was recommended that term loans be prioritized for sale in the secondary market. 

▪ Subsequently, depending upon the experience gained, other categories of loans like revolving credit facilities 

should follow suit. 

▪ These include cash credit, credit card receivables, assets with bullet repayment and non-fund based facilities. 

 

COMMITTEE’S RATIONALE 

▪ The secondary loan market in India is largely restricted to sale to Asset Reconstruction Companies and ad-hoc 

sale to other lenders, including banks. 

▪ Notably, no formalised mechanism has been developed to deepen the market. 

▪ Banks and NBFCs are currently the only participants in the primary and secondary loan markets. So, the taskforce 

felt that it was essential to widen the spectrum of participants to boost the secondary market. 

▪ Besides, the secondary market in corporate debt is so illiquid. 

▪ In the absence of sufficient liquidity, the market is not properly passing the price information about companies. 

So, a more structured form of price discovery would be far more efficient. 

WAY AHEAD 

▪ Greater innovation and regulatory cohesion are needed across the board for debt and loan markets. 

▪ This must be the priority for growing long-term finance and better pricing of debt. 

▪ This is crucial to avoid investment crises such as those India is enduring. 

SECONDARY MARKET 

▪ When a company issues its securities for the first time, it does it in the primary market. 

▪ After the IPO (Initial Public Offering), those securities get available for trade in the secondary market. 

▪ A secondary market is thus a marketplace where already issued securities (both shares and debt) can be bought 

and sold by the investors. 

▪ It is a market where investors buy securities from other investors, and not from the issuing company. 

▪ Equity shares, bonds, preference shares, treasury bills, debentures, etc. are some of the key products available in a 

secondary market. 

▪ SEBI functions as the regulator for the secondary market. 

INFLUENZA 

Recently, India was again declared free of the H5N1 virus, which causes ‘avian influenza’ or ‘Bird flu’ (earlier 

declaration in 2017). 

▪ WHO defines influenza as a contagious, acute respiratory illness caused by influenza viruses. 

▪ The many kinds of viruses causing influenza are identified by a standard nomenclature issued by the WHO in 

1980. 

▪ It is of four types, A, B, C, and D. 

▪ According to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), only ‘influenza A and B viruses’ are 

known to cause ‘epidemics’. 

▪ The ‘C type’ virus usually causes mild respiratory illness. 

▪ The ‘D type’ virus typically affects cattle and is not known to infect humans. 

▪ Influenza is known to kill 6.5 lakh people every year, especially young children, elderly, pregnant women or those 

with vulnerable immune systems. 
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▪ Only the ‘Influenza A virus’ is divided into subtypes, based on two proteins on the surface of the virus, 

Hemagglutinin (H) and Neuraminidase (N) 

▪ Hemagglutinin has 18 further subtypes while Neuraminidase has 11. 

▪ They are named from H1 to H18 and N1 to N11 in a sequential system. 

▪ Humans can be infected with avian, swine and other zoonotic influenza viruses. 

1. Avian influenza sub-types- A(H5N1), A(H7N9) and A(H9N2). 

2. Swine influenza sub-types- A(H1N1), A(H1N2) and A(H3N2). 

▪ Novel strains of the H1N1 virus have appeared in 1918, 1957, 1968 and most recently in 2009. 

▪ WHO designated global ‘bird flu’ outbreak in 2009 as ‘Pandemic’. 

Endemic - A disease that exists permanently in a particular geographical region or population. 

Epidemic - An infectious disease spreads rapidly to many people at about the same time. 

Pandemic - An epidemic spread throughout the world. 

Outbreak - refers to the number of cases (disease) that exceeds what would be expected. 

‘POLLUTION UNDER CONTROL’ (PUC) TEST 

The fine for PUC violations has now gone up to Rs 10,000 in the recently implemented ‘Motor Vehicles 

(Amendment) Act, 2019’. 

▪ Vehicles have to undergo a ‘Pollution Under Control’ (PUC) test, in which a vehicle is certified for a certain 

period of time. 

▪ The PUC certificate is a document that any person driving a motor vehicle can 

be asked to produce by the police. 

▪ The certificates are issued by authorised pollution checking centres if a vehicle 

is found complying with the prescribed emission norms. 

▪ The validity of the test is 1 year for BS IV vehicles and 3 months for others. 

▪ A PUC certificate contains information such as, 

1. The vehicle’s license plate number. 

2. PUC test reading. 

3. The date on which the PUC test was conducted. 

4. The expiry date of the certificate. 

▪ The computerised model for pollution check was developed by the ‘Society of Indian Automobile manufacturers’ 

(SIAM). 

CHANDRAYAAN-2 

The mission has not failed, although the attempt to land a spacecraft on the Moon certainly has. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The mission comprised an orbiter, a lander and rover, the orbiter part is functioning normally. 

▪ When ‘Vikram’ contact was lost, it was travelling at 50 to 60 m/s (180 to 200 km/hour). But a speed of 2 m/s (7.2 

km/hr) was required for a safe landing. 

▪ Vikram was designed to absorb the shock of an impact even at 5 m/s (18 km/hr). At the rate it was decelerating, it 

could not even have attained a speed of 5m/s before touchdown. 

▪ It is likely to have hit the Moon at a far greater speed, possibly damaging itself and instruments on board. 

▪ The lander has been located. It was barely a few kilometres from its pre-programmed flight path. 

▪ ISRO eventually used the instruments on the orbiter to locate the lander. 

BACKGROUND 

Chandrayaan-2 mission is a highly complex mission, which represents a significant technological leap compared to 

the previous missions of ISRO, which brought together an Orbiter, Lander and Rover with the goal of exploring south 

pole of the Moon. This is a unique mission which aims at studying not just one area of the Moon but all the areas 

combining the exosphere, the surface as well as the sub-surface of the moon in a single mission. 

217.7 tonnes of carbon 

monoxide are emitted every 

day by vehicles in the city. 

 

84.1 tonnes of nitrogen oxides 

and 66.7 tonnes of 

hydrocarbons per day from 

Vehicular pollution. 
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Evidence for water molecules discovered by Chandrayaan-1, required further studies on the extent of water molecule 

distribution on the surface, below the surface and in the tenuous lunar exosphere to address the origin of water on 

Moon. 

The Lunar South pole is especially interesting because of the lunar surface area that remains in shadow is much larger 

than that at the North Pole. There could be a possibility of presence of water in permanently shadowed areas around it. 

In addition, South Pole region has craters that are cold traps and contain a fossil record of the early Solar System. 

GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE LAUNCH VEHICLE MARK-III (GSLV MK-III) 

▪ The GSLV Mk-III carried Chandrayaan 2 to its designated orbit. This three-stage vehicle is India's most powerful 

launcher to date, and is capable of launching 4-ton class of satellites to the Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO). 

▪ Its components are: S200 solid rocket boosters, L110 liquid stage & C25 upper stage. 

KRISHNA WATER DISPUTE 

Recently, Maharashtra and Karnataka Chief Ministers jointly oppose Andhra Pradesh’s application. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ A.P seeks to relook at the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal’s 2010 order on water distribution between the 

riparian states. 

▪ This took a new turn in the Krishna water dispute. 

▪ The Krishna is an east-flowing river that originates at Mahabaleshwar in Maharashtra. 

▪ It flowing through Maharashtra, Karnataka, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh before entering into the Bay of 

Bengal. 

▪ A dispute over the sharing of Krishna waters has been ongoing for many decades. 

▪ In 1969, the ‘Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal’ (KWDT) was set up under the Inter-State River Water Dispute 

Act, 1956. 

▪ It presented its report in 1973, which was published in 1976. 

▪ It divided the 2060 TMC of Krishna water at 75% dependability into 3 parts. 

▪  560 TMC for Maharashtra, 700 TMC for Karnataka and 800 TMC for Andhra Pradesh. 

▪ It also stipulated that KWDT order may be reviewed or revised by a competent authority or tribunal any time after 

May 31, 2000. 

▪ The second KWDT was instituted in 2004. It delivered its report in 2010. 

▪ It made allocations of the Krishna water at 65% dependability and for surplus flows. 

▪ 81 TMC for Maharashtra, 177 TMC for Karnataka, and 190 TMC for Andhra Pradesh. 

▪ Soon after the 2010 report, Andhra Pradesh challenged it through a Special Leave Petition before the Supreme 

Court. 

▪ In an order, the apex court stopped the Centre from publishing it in the official Gazette. 

▪ In 2013, the KWDT issued a ‘further report’, which was again challenged by Andhra Pradesh in the Supreme 

Court. 

▪ After the creation of Telangana in 2014, the Water Resources Ministry has been extending the duration of the 

KWDT. 

▪ Andhra Pradesh has since asked that Telangana be included as a separate party at the KWDT. 

▪ The allocation of Krishna waters be reworked among four states, instead of three. 

▪ Maharashtra and Karnataka are now resisting this move. 

▪ According to these 2 states, Telangana was created following bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh. 

CHANDRAYAAN 1 

▪ 15th August, 2003: Chandrayaan programme is announced by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. 

▪ 22nd October, 2008: Chandrayaan 1 takes off from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota. 

▪ 8th November, 2008: Chandrayaan 1 enters a Lunar Transfer Trajectory. 

▪ 14th November, 2008: The Moon Impact Probe ejects from Chandrayaan 1 and crashes near the lunar South 

Pole — confirms presence of water molecules on Moon's surface. 

▪ 28th August, 2009: End of Chandrayaan 1 programme. 
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▪ Therefore, allocation of water should be from Andhra Pradesh’s share which was approved by the tribunal. 

AFRICAN SWINE FEVER (ASF) 

An ASF outbreak has been sweeping through swine populations in China, leading to massive mass cullings. 

▪ This subsequently increased the price of the country’s favourite protein. 

▪ ASF is a highly contagious and fatal animal disease that infects domestic and wild pigs. 

▪ It is a severe ‘viral disease’ of pigs that can spread very rapidly in pig herds. 

▪ The disease occurs in many African countries, outbreaks have also occurred in Central and Eastern Europe, 

Eurasia and China. 

▪ ASF virus infects the herds in a number of ways, 

1.  Often through the feeding of uncooked/undercooked contaminated food. 

2. Through the bites of soft-bodied ticks, lice and flies. 

3. Through inoculation with contaminated syringes and use of contaminated surgical equipment. 

▪ The virus is then easily spread between pigs by, 

1. Direct contact with an infected animal, 

2. From its body fluids (nasal, oral, feces, blood) or 

3. Indirectly from contact with contaminated objects. 

4. Some species of ‘ticks’ (vector) can transmit the virus. 

5. Blood sucking flies or insects may possibly spread the virus between pigs. 

▪ The fever has no cure, no approved vaccine, the only way to stop it spreading is by culling the animals. 

▪ So over 5 million animals have been culled in China since August 2018. 

▪ Philippines, world’s 7th largest pork importer and 10th largest pork consumer culled more than 7,000 pigs. 

▪ ASF is not a threat to human beings since it only spreads from animals to other animals. 

▪ According to FAO of UN, ASF affected countries includes, China, Vietnam, Mongolia, Cambodia, North Korea, 

Laos, and Myanmar, The Philippines. 

▪ It affected small farmers in China who do not have the resources to protect their pigs from the disease. 

▪ China has over 2.6 crore pig farmers, half of its production of pork is undertaken by small-scale farmers. 

▪ Pork is also a culturally significant meat for the Chinese people, symbolic of a family’s well-being. 

ERADICATING MALARIA BY 2050 

A report in ‘The Lancet’ concludes that it is possible to eradicate malaria as early as 2050 or within a 

generation. 

▪ Since 2000, global malaria incidence and death rates declined by 36% and 60%, respectively. 

▪ Today, more than half of the world’s countries are malaria-free. However, Malaria cases are rising in 55 countries 

in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

▪ Over 200 million cases of malaria reported each year, claiming nearly half a million lives.  

▪ Nigeria and Democratic Republic of Congo accounts for 36 % of global cases. 

▪ Analyses indicate that socioeconomic and environmental trends, together with improved coverage of malaria 

interventions, will helps to eradicate malaria as early as 2050. 

▪ To achieve eradication by 2050, the report identifies 3 ways to accelerate the decline in malaria cases, 

▪ The world must improve implementation of malaria control programnes. 

▪ The world must develop and roll out innovative new tools to overcome the biological challenges to eradication. 

▪ Malaria-endemic countries and donors must provide the financial investment needed. 

NATIONAL VECTOR BORNE DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAMME 

▪ Launched in 2003-04 by merging National anti -malaria control programme, National Filaria Control Programme 

and Kala Azar Control programmes. Japanese B Encephalitis and Dengue/DHF have also been included in this 

Program Directorate of NAMP is the nodal agency for prevention and control of major Vector Borne Diseases 

▪ List of Vector Borne Diseases Control Programme Legislations: 

1. National Anti - Malaria programme. 
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2. Kala - Azar Control Programme. 

3. National Filaria Control Programme. 

4. Japenese Encephilitis Control Programme. 

5. Dengue and Dengue Hemorrhagic fever 

NATIONAL ANTI - MALARIA PROGRAMME: Malaria is one of the serious public health problems in India. At 

the time of independence malaria was contributing 75 million cases with 0.8 million deaths every year prior to the 

launching of National Malaria Control Programme in 1953. A countrywide comprehensive programme to control 

malaria was recommended in 1946 by the Bhore committee report that was endorsed by the Planning Commission in 

1951. The national programme against malaria has a long history since that time. In April 1953, Govt. of India 

launched a National Malaria Control Programme (NMCP). 

Objective: To bring down malaria transmission to a level at which it would cease to be a major public health problem. 

CRYODRAKON BOREAS (COLD DRAGON OF THE NORTH WINDS) 

Paleontologists have identified a new species, named it ‘Cryodrakon boreas’ - a giant flying reptile. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ With a wingspan of over 10 metres, it is believed to have flown over the heads of dinosaurs. 

▪ It could be one of the largest flying animals lived over 77 million years ago in today’s western Canada. 

 

▪ Its remains were, discovered 30 years ago from the Dinosaur Park Formation located in Alberta. 

▪ A new study has concluded that the remains belong to a new species, which is the first pterosaur to be discovered 

in Canada. 

▪ In terms of habitat and lifestyle, it would have lived in a tropical environment, feasting on small dinosaurs and 

lizards. 

UNHRC 

The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has expressed concern over Assam NRC and 

communications blackout, detention of political leaders in Jammu and Kashmir. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ In the 42nd session of the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva. 

▪ UNHRC is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations system responsible for: 

1. Strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights around the globe. 

2. For addressing situations of human rights violations and make recommendations on them. 

▪ It has the ability to discuss all thematic human rights issues and situations that require its attention throughout the 

year. 

▪ The Human Rights Council replaced the former United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR). 

▪ The Council was created by United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) ‘Resolution 60/251’. 

▪ The Council holds no fewer than 3 regular sessions a year, for a total of at least 10 weeks. 

▪ The meetings take place for: 4 weeks in in March, 3 weeks in June, and 3 weeks in September. 
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▪ The sessions are held at the UN Office in Geneva, Switzerland. 

▪ The Council is made up of 47 UN Member States, which are elected by the UNGA through a direct and secret 

ballot. 

▪ Seats on the Council are distributed as follows, 

1. African States: 13 seats 

2. Asia-Pacific States: 13 seats 

3. Latin American and Caribbean States: 8 seats 

4. Western European and other States: 7 seats 

5. Eastern European States: 6 seats 

▪ Members of the Council serve for a period of 3 years. 

▪ They are not eligible for immediate re-election after serving 2 consecutive terms. 

▪ The HRC has a Bureau of 1 President and 4 Vice-Presidents, representing the 5 regional groups. 

▪ They serve for a year, in accordance with the Council’s annual cycle. 

BOMBAY BLOOD GROUP 

Recently, the ‘Bombay blood group’, a rare blood type, has been at the centre of attention in Mumbai’s 

healthcare scene. Demand for the blood type has coincidentally spiked at hospitals, but supply has been scarce. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The 4 most common blood groups are A, B, AB and O. 

▪ The rare, ‘Bombay blood group’ was first discovered in Mumbai in 1952 by Dr Y M Bhende. 

▪ Each red blood cell has antigen over its surface, which helps determine which group it belongs to. 

▪ The Bombay blood group, also called “hh”, is deficient in expressing antigen H, meaning the RBC has no antigen 

H. 

▪ For instance, in the AB blood group, both antigens A and B are found. 

▪ A will have A antigens, B will have B antigens. 

▪ In hh, there are no A or B antigens. 

▪ Globally, the hh blood type has an incidence of 1 in 4 million. 

▪ It has a higher incidence in South Asia, in India, 1 in 7,600 to 10,000 are born with this type. 

▪ This blood type is more common in South Asia than anywhere else because of inbreeding and close community 

marriages. 

▪ It is genetically passed and shared common ancestry among Indians, Sri Lankans, Pakistanis and Bangladeshis. 

▪ This led to more cases of hh blood phenotype in this region. 

▪ Often the hh blood group is confused with the O group. 

▪ The difference is that the O group has Antigen H, while the hh group does not. 

▪ The individuals with ‘Bombay blood group’ (hh) can only get blood from individuals of Bombay hh phenotype. 

In contrast, hh blood group can donate their blood to A, B, O blood types.GRADED 

RESPONSE ACTION PLAN (GRAP) 

Environmental Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA) will implement an emergency action plan in 

Delhi to tackle rising air pollution. 

▪ The emergency plan is called the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP). 

▪ Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP) was prepared by the Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change 

(MoEFCC) after the order of Supreme Court of December 2016. 

▪ GRAP includes the measures which will be taken by different government agencies to prevent worsening of Air 

Quality of Delhi-NCR (National Capital Region) and prevent PM10 and PM2.5 levels to go beyond ‘moderate’ 

national Air Quality Index (AQI) category. 

▪ The EPCA is mandated to enforce the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP) in the city as per the pollution levels.  

Types of measures under Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP) 
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National Air Quality Index (AQI) 

▪ National Air Quality Index (AQI) is under the aegis of the CPCB. 

▪ AQI has been developed to inform people about the level of eight pollutants— PM2.5, PM10, Ammonia, Lead, 

nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, ozone, and carbon monoxide. 

SCO’S EURASIAN ECONOMIC FORUM 

India skipped a meeting of the ‘Eurasian Economic Union’ (EAEU), which was organised by SCO in China. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ India has been a member of the ‘Shanghai Cooperation Organisation’ (SCO) since 2017. 

▪ The entire event is foreshadowed by the China’s ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (BRI). 

▪ In 2018, China and Russia in the 23rd annual meeting between heads of government both sides expressed, 

willingness to dovetail the China’s BRI and Russia’s ‘Eurasian Economic Union’. 

▪ The BRI is a mammoth infrastructure project unveiled by China which plans to connect Asia, Europe, and Africa. 

▪ The ‘China-Pakistan Economic Corridor’, an important part of the BRI, passes through Pakistan Occupied 

Kashmir (PoK). 

▪ So, India strongly opposed the BRI, as no country can accept a project that ignores its core concerns on 

sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

▪ This made India to skip the SCO’s Eurasian Economic Forum as the entire event is foreshadowed by BRI. 

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) 

▪ It is an intergovernmental body for security and economic cooperation in the Eurasian region. 

CATEGORY AMBIENT PARTICULATE MATTER 

(PM) CONCENTRATION 

MEASURES 

Moderate to Poor 

 

PM 2.5 between 61-120 µg/m3 

PM10 between 101-350 µg/m3 

 

▪ Enforce pollution control in thermal 

power plants. 

▪ Mechanized sweeping on roads. 

▪ Ban on firecrackers. 

▪ Stop garbage burning. 

Very Poor 

 

PM2.5 between 121-250µg/m3 

PM10 between 351-430 µg/m3 

 

▪ Stop use of diesel generator sets. 

▪ Increase bus and metro services and 

increasing frequency of metro service. 

▪ Stop use of coal/firewood in hotels and 

open eateries. 

Severe 

 

PM2.5 more than 250µg/m3 

PM10 more than 430µg/m3 

 

▪ Increase frequency of mechanized 

sweeping of road and sprinkling of 

water on roads. 

▪ Close brick kilns, Hot Mix plants, Stone 

Crushers. 

▪ Shut down Badarpur power plant. 

▪ Introduce concessional rates to 

encourage off-peak travel in public 

transport. 

Severe+ or Emergency 

 

PM2.5 of or more than 300µg/m3 

PM10 of or 500µg/m3 (persist for 48 

hours or more) 

 

 

▪ Stop entry of diesel trucks into Delhi 

(except essential commodities). 

▪ Stop construction activities. 

▪ Introduce odd and even scheme. 

▪ Shutting of schools. 
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▪ It was formed in 2001 by the ‘Shanghai Five’ (China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan). 

▪ It was formed in the wake of the Soviet Union’s collapse in 1991. 

▪ Uzbekistan joined the SCO in 2001, with India and Pakistan following suit in 2017. 

▪ The SCO has traditionally prioritised on counter-terrorism, listing terrorism, separatism and extremism as “the 

three evils”. 

▪ However, since its formation, the SCO’s domain has expanded to include subjects such as culture and economics. 

K2-18b 

‘K2-18b’ is an ‘exoplanet’ discovered in 2015 by NASA’s ‘Kepler spacecraft’. 

▪ Now, scientists have found signatures of ‘Water vapour’ in the atmosphere of K2-18b. 

▪ This makes it the only planet outside Solar system with temperatures and water vapour that can potentially support 

life. 

▪ It is about 110 light years from Earth, and 8 times the mass of Earth, orbits a star. 

▪ It resides in a habitable zone, the region around a star in which liquid water could potentially pool on surface of a 

rocky planet. 

▪ K2-18b is not ‘Earth 2.0’ as it is significantly heavier and has a different atmospheric composition. 

▪ The researchers used data from the ‘Hubble Space Telescope’ and analysed the K2-18b’s atmosphere. 

▪ The results revealed the molecular signature of water vapour, indicating, presence of hydrogen and helium in its 

atmosphere. 

SALMONELLA 

Indian MDH sambar masala were recalled from retail stores in US after tests by the US-FDA showed positive 

for ‘Salmonella’. 

▪ MDH is a top Indian cooking brand which is selling various spice mixes that are key to Indian cooking. 

▪ Salmonella is a group of ‘bacteria’ that can cause food-borne illnesses known as Salmonellosis. 

▪ It is commonly found in the intestines of humans and animals. 

▪ It can also be found on raw meats, poultry, eggs and in unpasteurised milk. 

▪ It causes an illness if ‘live Salmonella bacteria’ enters the body. 

▪ The bacteria can attach to the cells lining the intestines where they produce toxins and attack the intestinal cells. 

▪ According to estimates by the US ‘Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’ (CDC), 

1. Salmonella causes 1.2 million illnesses and about 450 deaths in the US every year. 

2. In a majority of these cases, food is the source of the illness. 

3. Individuals who develop salmonellosis may show symptoms such as nausea, diarrhoea, fever and abdominal 

cramps. 

4. Usually, the illness lasts for 4-7 days, and most people recover without treatment. 

5. In some cases the diarrhoea is severe and there is risk of it spreading from the intestines to other parts of the 

body. 

▪ WHO identifies ‘Salmonella’ as one of four key global causes of diarrhoeal diseases. 

▪ ‘Salmonella bacteria’ are widely distributed in domestic and wild animals. 

▪ They are prevalent in food animals such as poultry, pigs, and cattle, as well as in pets, including cats, dogs and 

birds. 

▪ ‘Salmonellosis’ in humans is generally contracted through the consumption of contaminated food of animal 

origin. 

▪ It also passes through other foods, including green vegetables contaminated by manure. 

▪ Person-to-person transmission can also occur through the faecal-oral route. 

PANGONG TSO LAKE 

Recently, Indian and Chinese soldiers had a heated exchange in Ladakh near the Pangong Tso lake. 

▪ The exchange happened after Chinese Army personnel objected to patrolling by Indian soldiers. 

▪ Differing perceptions about the ‘Line of Actual Control’ (LAC) was responsible for the incident. 
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▪ In the Ladakhi language, ‘Pangong’ means ‘Extensive concavity’, and ‘Tso’ is ‘lake’ in Tibetan. 

▪ Pangong Tso is a long narrow, deep, landlocked lake situated at a height of more than 14,000 ft in the Ladakh 

Himalayas. 

▪ The brackish water lake freezes over in winter, and becomes ideal for ice skating and polo. 

▪ The LAC cuts through the lake, but India and China do not agree on its exact location. 

▪ A 45 km-long western portion of the lake is in Indian control, while the rest is under China’s control. 

▪ Most of the clashes between the two armies occur in the disputed portion of the lake. 

▪ It lies in the path of the “Chushul”, one of the main approaches that China can use for an offensive into Indian-

held territory. 

▪ Indian assessments show that a major Chinese offensive, if it comes, will flow across both the north and south of 

the lake. 

▪ Over the years, the Chinese have built motorable roads along their banks of the Pangong Tso. 

▪ The difference in perception over where the LAC lies on the northern bank of the lake, makes this contested 

terrain. 

▪ On the water, the Chinese had a major advantage earlier, but India purchased better high-speed boats. 

▪ This leads to a quicker and more aggressive response and the induction of boats has ostensibly provoked the 

China. 

▪ China started responding by increasing the number of transgressions in this area in recent years.  

JAN SOOCHNA PORTAL 

The Jan Soochna Portal (JSP) launched by the government of Rajasthan is a remarkable achievement in 

furtherance of the Right to Information (RTI). 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ This portal mainly furthers the Section 4 of the RTI Act that deals with proactive disclosure of information. 

▪ Transparency must be accompanied by accountability, and that is where the JSP has great value and significance. 

▪ This is because it places the power of making the State government accountable to those who access the 

information available on the portal. 

▪ Launched under the Rajasthan Innovation Vision (RAJIV) campaign. 

TEJAS - LIGHT COMBAT AIRCRAFT (LCA) 

The naval variant of the LCA Tejas has made a first successful “Arrested landing” test. 

▪ Arrested landing means to rapidly decelerate an aircraft as it lands. 

▪ In about 2 seconds, Tejas decelerated from 244 km/hr to standstill by, snagging the wire on the test runway with 

the hook attached to the jet's fuselage (body). 

▪ The Tejas will need to replicate this, out at sea when it attempts to land on the deck of India's only operational 

aircraft carrier, INS Vikramaditya. 

▪ An "arrested landing" on the deck of an aircraft carrier is a feat achieved only by a handful of fighter jets 

developed in the US, Russia, UK, France and China. 

▪ The aircraft has to land on a 100-metre runway on an aircraft carrier (a normal LCA lands on a one-kilometre 

runway). 

NEW DELHI DECLARATION 

The declaration was adopted by the participating countries at the 14th CoP to the UNCCD. 

▪ It comes with an action plan to save the planet from losing more land and to achieve SDG target of land 

degradation neutrality by 2030. 

▪ The parties expressed support for new initiatives to improve human health, well-being and to advance peace and 

security. 

▪ The declaration also stated that, 
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▪ World needs to consider land-based solutions for climate action and Biodiversity conservation to achieve the long-

term goals of the Paris Agreement. 

▪ It also special emphasis on, 

1. Community-driven transformative projects, 

2. That are gender-sensitive at local, national and regional levels to drive implementation. 

MARITIME COMMUNICATION SERVICES IN INDIA 

The Ministry of Communications, Electronics & Information Technology has launched maritime 

communication. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ This will enable high-end support to those in the sea by providing, Access to Voice, Data and Video services 

while travelling on vessels, cruise liners, ships in India. 

▪ It is by using ‘Satellite technology’. 

▪ Tata Group’s ‘Nelco’, India's leading VSAT solutions provider will provide quality broadband services to the 

maritime sector. 

▪ A web portal was also launched for reporting stolen mobiles to help trace them. 

▪ The major objectives of the project include, 

1. Blocking of lost/stolen mobile phones across mobile networks. 

2. Prevention of mobile devices with duplicate and fake IMEIs and 

3. Curtail the use of counterfeit mobile devices. 

MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL 

▪ It is a harvest festival that marks the end of the autumn harvest and appearance of the fullest moon of the year. 

▪ It is an important celebration across East Asian and Southeast Asian countries, particularly those having Chinese 

communities. 

▪ The harvest festivals celebrated in Asia and in other parts of the world that occur within days and weeks of each 

other. 

▪ Includes common themes of family and gathering, prayers and thanksgiving and gratitude for a good harvest. 

▪ Variations in cultural and religious practices and the names of the festivals depend on the country and region. But 

the overarching theme of the autumnal harvest is the same. 

▪ The diversity of culture in India has resulted in unique versions of harvest festivals for the spring and autumn 

harvest cycles. 

ENGINEER’S DAY 

September 15 is observed as Engineer’s Day in India to mark the birth anniversary of Sir Mokshagundam 

Visvesvaraya (1861-1962), a civil engineer and statesman. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ Born in 1861 Sir MV, as Sir Visvesvaraya is also known, made contributions to several technical projects in his 

career in Hyderabad, Mysore, Maharashtra and Orissa. 

▪ He completed his engineering from the Poona College of Science. 

▪ Soon after this, he accepted an offer to work as an Assistant Engineer in the Public Works Department of the 

Government of Bombay. 

▪ He was 22 at that time and one of his first projects was to construct a pipe syphon across one of Panjra river’s (in 

Maharashtra) channels. 

▪ In November 1909, he joined the Mysore service as Chief Engineer, ultimately assuming the position of the 19th 

Dewan of Mysore. 

▪ He took voluntary retirement in 1918 because he did not agree with the proposal to set aside state jobs for “non-

brahmin” community. 

▪ After his retirement, he presided as chairman or became a member of various committees. 
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▪ While outside India, he fully intended to observe how the industrialised countries of America and Europe worked. 

▪ In 1955, he was awarded the Bharat Ratna. 

CONTRIBUTION 

 

▪ Institute - He established the Sir Jayachamarajendra Occupational Institute in Bangalore in 1943. 

▪ It was later renamed to Sir Jayachamarajendra Polytechnic 

▪ It was meant to impart special training to technicians keeping in mind the impending industrial development of India. 

▪ Books - His works, “Reconstructing India” and “Planned Economy of India” were published in 1920 and 1934, 

respectively. 

▪ Education - His “Memoirs of Working Life” was published in 1951. 

▪ In that, he noted that while in Japan there were some 1.5 million girls in school, there were only over 400,000 of them 

in Indian schools. 

▪ This was despite the vastly greater population in India than in Japan. 

▪ During his three-month visit to Japan in 1898, Visvesvaraya realised that education largely determines the health of an 

economy. 

▪ Visvesvaraya was instrumental in the setting up of the University of Mysore in July 1916, as he was the Dewan of 

Mysore at the time. 

▪ He believed that the aim of an educational institution should be in line with the “state of the country’s civilisation 

and of its material prosperity.” 

▪ He also asserted that the conditions inside a university should not be very different from the ones a student has to 

encounter in real life. 

▪ Technical - Some of his significant works include the introduction of the block system of irrigation in the Deccan 

canals in 1899. 

▪ This solved the problem of the “muddy and discoloured” water in the city of Sukkur located on the banks of the 

Indus river. 

▪ He also invented automatic gates meant to regulate the flow of water in reservoirs, which is patented. 

▪ The Krishnaraja Sagar Dam in Karnataka was the first to install these gates in the 1920s. 

▪ He was called upon to deal with an “engineering problem” in the wake of the destructive floods that struck 

Hyderabad in September 1908. 

▪ He spent some time in examining engineering developments in water-supply, dams, drainage, irrigation. 

▪ In Italy, he studied for two months the soil erosion problem and their irrigation and drainage works. 
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LOVERS OF MODENA 

In 2009, two 1,600-year-old skeletons were unearthed at the ancient Ciro Menotti cemetery in Modena, Italy. 

 

▪ Holding hands when buried, they sparked worldwide interest, and the assumption that they were a pair of lovers. 

▪ They came to be known as ‘Lovers of Modena’ but the new analysis has now established that both were men. 

▪ Various skeleton pairs in the past have been found holding hands in Greece, Turkey and Siberia but none of these so 

far have been established to be of the same sex. 

▪ The new finding gives new insight about the funerary and burial practices in Late Antique Italy. 

▪ The researchers hypothesise that the pair’s burial represents a voluntary expression of commitment, rather than a 

recurring cult practice of the Late Antiquity. 

▪ The injuries on some of the other skeletons found in the cemetery suggest that they could have been war casualties. 

▪ They could have been “comrades” or “friends”. 

▪ Alternatively, they could have been cousins or brothers who shared the same grave because of familial bonds. 

INTERSTELLAR OBJECTS 

In 2017, The Haleakala Observatory in Hawaii spotted a strange, spaceship-shaped object passing through the 

Solar System. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It was named “Oumuamua”, it became the subject of speculation whether it was really an alien spaceship. 

▪ It was eventually declared by scientists to be an interstellar object, the first such known visitor to the Solar 

System. Now, it appears that a second interstellar object is paying a visit. 

▪ On August, the MARGO observatory in Crimea spotted a comet and is believed to have originated from outside 

the Solar System, although the official confirmation has not been made yet. 

▪ The comet has been designated “C/2019 Q4 (Borisov)”. 

▪ It is still inbound toward the Sun. It will remain farther from Earth than the orbit of Mars. 

▪ It was detected by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Scout system. 

▪ JPL automatically flagged the object as possibly being interstellar. 

▪ The comet’s current velocity is about 150,000 kph, which is well above the typical velocities of objects orbiting 

the Sun. 
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▪ The high velocity indicates that the object likely originated from outside our Solar System and head back to 

interstellar space. 

DRONES 

Recently, 2 US citizens were detained for flying a drone fitted with a camera above the high-security zone in 

Lutyens’s Delhi. 

▪ Flying of drones is banned over most parts of Delhi. 

▪ A general guidelines issued by the, Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) also lay down specific no-go 

areas for drones. 

▪ It made legal for ordinary enthusiasts to operate drones in India, subject to various requirements and clearances. 

▪ DGCA has identified multiple categories of drones, which can be broadly classified as, 

1. ‘Nano’ (weighing up to 250 g), 

2. ‘Micro’ (more than 250 g but less than 2 kg) and 

3. ‘Small and above’ (weighing 2 kg or more). 

▪ Every drone that is bigger than a ‘Nano’ must obtain a unique identification number (UIN) from the aviation 

regulator. 

▪ This number must be displayed on the remotely piloted aircraft. 

▪ A UIN will be issued once, against a fee of Rs 1,000, and will not be issued to a foreign citizen or entity. 

▪ Users of bigger drones will be required to obtain a Unique Air Operator’s Permit (UAOP), similar to a driver’s 

licence. 

▪ The UIN and UAOP can be obtained from the online platform ‘Digital Sky’. 

▪ All drones other than those in the ‘Nano’ category must meet mandatory equipment requirements such as, GPS, 

Anti-collision light, ID plate, Radio-frequency identification (RFID) and SIM facilities with software that ensures 

‘no-permission, no-take-off’, among other features. 

▪ Before flying a ‘Small’ or bigger drone, an operator has to file a flight plan, and inform the local police. 

▪ ‘Micro’ drones will be required to submit a flight plan only if using controlled airspace. 

▪ Many drones used for amateur photography fall in this category. 

▪ These aircraft will need a UIN but no UAOP, and will be allowed to climb only to a height of 200 ft. 

▪ ‘Nano’ drones will be able to operate freely, without any registration or permit. But their operations will be 

restricted to only 50 ft above the ground. 

▪ All those requiring a UAOP must undertake a 5-day training that will expose them to regulations, basic principles 

of flight, air traffic control procedures, weather and meteorology. 

▪ These operators will also have to take written tests and flight simulator tests before they are issued permits. 

▪ All categories of drones must be flown in the visual line of sight, and only during daytime. 

▪ The regulator listed 12 categories of “No-drone zones”. 

1. Area up to 5 km from the perimeters of the high-traffic airports of Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Bengaluru 

and Hyderabad. 

2. For other airports, the no-drone zone extends up to 3 km. 

3. Drones cannot fly closer than 25 km of international borders, including the Line of Control and Line of Actual 

Control. 

4. Within a 5-km radius of New Delhi’s Vijay Chowk. 

5. Within 2 km from the perimeter of strategic locations and vital installations notified by the Ministry of Home 

Affairs. 

6. Within 3 km radius of secretariat complexes in state capitals. 

7. Within 3 km radius from a mobile platform such as a moving vehicle, ship or aircraft. 

J&K PUBLIC SAFETY ACT 

J&K former CM Farooq Abdullah has been detained under the Public Safety Act (PSA). 

J&K PUBLIC SAFETY ACT (PSA) 
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▪ The Jammu & Kashmir Public Safety Act, 1978 is a preventive detention law, under which a person is taken into 

custody to prevent him or her from acting in any manner that is prejudicial to “the security of the state or the 

maintenance of the public order”. 

▪ It is very similar to the National Security Act that is used by other state governments for preventive detention. 

▪ By definition, preventive detention is meant to be preventive, not punitive. 

▪ This broad definition is the most common ground used by a law enforcement agency when it slaps the PSA on an 

individual. 

▪ It comes into force by an administrative order passed either by Divisional Commissioner or by the District 

Magistrate, and not by a detention order by police based on specific allegations or for a specific violation of laws. 

FEATURES 

▪ The PSA allows for the detention of a person without a formal charge and without trial. 

▪ It can be slapped on a person already in police custody; on someone immediately after being granted bail by a 

court; or even on a person acquitted by the court. Detention can be up to two years. 

▪ Unlike in police custody, a person who is detained under the PSA need not be produced before a magistrate within 

24 hours of the detention. 

▪ The detained person does not have the right to move a bail application before a criminal court, and cannot engage 

any lawyer to represent him or her before the detaining authority. 

▪ The only way this administrative preventive detention order can be challenged is through a habeas corpus petition 

filed by relatives of the detained person. 

▪ The High Court and the Supreme Court have the jurisdiction to hear such petitions and pass a final order seeking 

quashing of the PSA. 

▪ However, if the order is quashed, there is no bar on the government passing another detention order under the PSA 

and detaining the person again. 

▪ The District Magistrate who has passed the detention order has protection under the Act, which states that the 

order is considered “done in good faith”. 

▪ Therefore, there can be no prosecution or any legal proceeding against the official who has passed the order. 

▪ Also, after an amendment, last year by the Governor, persons detained under the PSA in Jammu & Kashmir can 

now be detained in jails outside the state. 

DISCRETIONARY POWERS OF A DM UNDER PSA 

▪ Generally, when a person is detained under the PSA, the DM communicates to the person within five days, in 

writing, the reason for the detention. 

▪ In exceptional circumstances, the DM can take 10 days to communicate these grounds. 

▪ This communication is important because it is on the basis of it that the detained person gets an opportunity of 

making a representation against the order. 

▪ However, the DM also has the discretion not to disclose all the facts on the basis of which the detention is ordered, 

if he or she thinks that these facts are against “public interest”. 

▪ The DM has to place the detention order within four weeks before an advisory board, consisting of three members 

including a chairperson who is a former judge of the High Court. 

▪ The DM also has to place the representation made by the detained person, the detained person too can make a 

representation before this advisory board. 

▪ Within eight weeks from the date of detention, the board submits its report to the government, which will 

determine if the detention is in public interest and this report is binding on the government. 

CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS 

▪ Article 22(a) of the Constitution states that no person who is arrested shall be detained in custody without being 

informed, as soon as may be, of the grounds for such arrest, nor shall he be denied the right to consult and to be 

defended by, a legal practitioner of his choice. 
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▪ Article 22(b) states that every person arrested and detained shall be produced before the nearest magistrate within 

a period of 24 hours (excluding the time necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the court) and no 

such person shall be detained beyond this period without the authority of a magistrate. 

▪ However, Article 22(3) (b) allows for preventive detention and restriction on personal liberty for reasons of state 

security and public order. 

▪ The Supreme Court has held that in order to prevent “misuse of this potentially dangerous power, the law of 

preventive detention has to be strictly construed and meticulous compliance with the procedural safeguards is 

mandatory and vital”. 

▪ Therefore, the DM has to show that the detention order follows the procedure established by law; any violation of 

these procedural safeguards is to be termed violation of constitutional rights. 

▪ Over the years, the Supreme Court has held that while detaining a person under the PSA, the DM is under a legal 

obligation to analyses all the circumstances and material before depriving that person of his or her personal 

liberty. 

▪ It has also held that when a person already under police custody is slapped with the PSA, the DM has to record 

“compelling reasons” for detaining that person. 

▪ While the DM can detain a person multiple times under the PSA, he or she has to produce fresh facts while 

passing the subsequent detention order. 

▪ And all the material on the basis of which the detention order has been passed, the Supreme Court has held, should 

be provided to the detained person for making an effective representation, and the grounds of detention has to 

explain and communicate to the person in the language understood by the detained person. 

▪ If these are not followed by the DM, it can be made the grounds, before the High Court, for quashing of a 

detention order. 

BENGAL FAMINE 

▪ The greatest tragedy that befell the country in the 20th century under British watch, the Bengal famine, the worst 

through 1943. 

▪ The famine took half as many lives as the Holocaust did. 

▪ Official records from that period available in the India Office Records section of the British Library establish that 

the famine was not the outcome of a lack of foodgrain. 

▪ Rather, political machinations, greed, hoarding and bureaucratic bungling on a massive scale. 

▪ A careful reading of official papers establishes that, 

1. At all levels of British-Indian administration the effort was more to create records and “keep the files 

healthy”. 

2. To save ‘official’ skin at some future enquiry, rather than to get to grips with the problem through resolute 

action. 

▪ The war effort could result in famine, but it opted to continue exporting rice from India to elsewhere in the empire. 

▪ Rice stocks continued to leave India even as London was denying urgent requests from India. 

▪ It is good copy to hold the Winston Churchill solely responsible for the famine ignoring the fact that enough food 

was available within India to have prevented its occurrence. 

BANNI GRASSLANDS 

The ‘Banni Grasslands’ in Kutch, Gujarat, span over 2,600 square kilometres. 

▪ These grasslands are home to a pastoral community called the Maldhari. 

▪ In the 1960s, the government wanted to protect this region from salinity ingress from the Rann of Kutch. So, it 

dropped millions of seeds of an exotic species called Prosopis Juliflora from helicopters. 

▪ Since then, ‘Prosopis Juliflora’ has overtaken the native grasses in the area. 

▪ The locals call this tree ‘Ganda (Crazy) Babool’ because it does not let anything else grow. 

▪ The problem of salinity has also multiplied several times, and the Maldharis are faced with a perpetual fodder 

crisis. 

▪ Often called Asia’s finest natural grassland, it now resembles a shrubby forest. 

▪ The area under the ‘Prosopis Juliflora’ was only 6% till 1997 but it increased to 54% in 2015. 
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▪ Generally, this area gets about 400 millimetres of rainfall. 

▪ But for the last 2 years, there has been hardly any rain, and the region is facing a drought-like situation. 

▪ Because this tree sucks up all the water from the soil, it is also leading to land degradation and desertification. 

▪ Gujarat has lost more than 50% of its area to desertification. 

▪ To restore the Banni grassland, a non-profit, ‘Sahajeevan’ is working along with the local communities. 

RUSSIAN-BUILT FLOATING NUCLEAR PLANT 

“Akademik Lomonosov”, the first floating nuclear plant to be built in the world completed its 5000-km 

journey. 

▪ It causes an excitement in the energy sector, but sparking fears among environmentalists over the safety of the 

Arctic region. 

▪ The floating plant contains two nuclear reactors of 35 MW each. 

▪ It is a small plant compared to conventional land-based nuclear projects. 

▪ The plant will supply electricity to the Chukotka region, where important Russian national assets such as oil, gold, 

and coal reserves are located. 

▪ Environmental groups such as Greenpeace Russia have criticised the project as a “Chernobyl on Ice” and a 

“Nuclear Titanic”. 

▪ Activists fear that any accident aboard the plant could cause great damage to the fragile Arctic region. 

▪ A recent nuclear accident in Russia after which there was a brief spike in radiation levels has added to the fears. 

▪ The radiation fallout from the Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan is also cited as a reason to not rush into such 

projects. 

GREEN BONUS 

Recently, 11 Himalayan States of India met in Dehradun, Uttarakhand, demanding a “green bonus”, or a 

payment for environmental services they provide to the nation. 

This has brought to the surface the long-standing problem of integration of the mountain regions with the mainstream 

India. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The Himalayan states stretch from J&K (which was still a State during the meet) to Tripura. 

▪ The ruling government had earlier committed a financial package to address the special developmental needs of 

the Himalayan States. 

▪ The Himalayan States argued that they paid a developmental price for maintaining forests, rivers, and other 

environmental goods that help the rest of the country. 

▪ The States, thus, asked for – 

1. Help to develop hydropower resources. 

2. Subsidies for their environmental protection measures which deny them normal ‘development models’. 

3. Recognition of their efforts to meet human development parameters. 

▪ Both the abrogation of special status to J&K, the following clampdown on civilian life, and the current demand of 

the Himalayan States highlight a key issue. 

▪ It is the inability of the country to come to terms with the specificity of the Himalayan region, whether political, 

social, or ecological-economic. 

▪ Various researches have shown how structurally different are Himalayan regions from the Indian mainstream in 

terms of their social and economic structure. 

▪ Yet, this research has not found place in the political understanding, whether at the level of policy formulation or 

popular conceptions. 

IS THIS SPECIFIC TO INDIA 

▪ The problem of integrating the northern mountains to the national mainstream is not specific to India. 

▪ It covers the entire stretch of mountains from Balochistan to Arunachal Pradesh. 
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▪ Each of the regions situated here has had problems when it comes to integrating the hilly regions with the nation 

states that are primarily anchored in the plains. 

▪ Furthermore, this ‘integration problem’ is not just a South Asian phenomenon. 

▪ China is struggling to integrate its mountain people and their homelands with its national mainstream. 

▪ Myanmar and Thailand, besides others, are also facing similar issues. 

INTERNATIONAL MIGRANT STOCK 2019 

The International Migrant Stock 2019, a dataset released by the Population Division of the UN Department of 

Economic and Social Affairs (DESA). 

▪ It provides the latest estimates of the number of international migrants by age, sex and origin for all countries of 

the world. 

▪ According to the data, there are 51,54,737 international migrants represent just 0.4% of the total population of 

India in 2019. 

▪ The number has been consistently going down in the last 3 decades 

1. From 75.9 lakh in 1990, to is 51.5 lakh in 2019. 

2. Of the international migrants in India in 2019, the country of origin for 31 lakh or just over 60% was 

Bangladesh. 

3. Another 21% were originally from Pakistan and 10% from Nepal. 

▪ The data encompass any person who moved across an international border, either intentionally or involuntarily. 

▪ The international migrant population across all countries is 27.2 crore, who represent 3.5% of the total global 

population. 

▪ Of these 27.2 crore, 1.75 crore are Indian migrants living in various countries. 

▪ The proportion of women among international migrants in India is at 48.8%. 

▪ This is higher than the 47.9% proportion of women among international migrants across countries. 

▪ Increase in global number of international migrants continues to outpace growth of the world’s population. 

▪ In 2019, regionally, 

1. Europe hosts the largest number of international migrants (82 million), followed by 

2. Northern America (59 million) and 

3. Northern Africa and Western Asia (49 million). 

▪ At the country level, about half of all international migrants reside in just 10 countries, United States hosting the 

largest number of international migrants (51 million), equal to about 19% of the world’s total. 

▪ In terms of age, 1 out of every 7 international migrants is below the age of 20 years, 3 out of every 4 international 

migrants are of working age (20-64 years). 

PAKISTAN OCCUPIED KASHMIR (POK) AND GILGIT BALTISTAN (GB) 

▪ PoK, an area of 13,297 sq km, which was under the control of the Pakistani forces when the ceasefire line came 

into effect on January 1, 1949. 

▪ PoK has a population of over 40 lakhs, according to a census carried out in 2017. 

▪ The capital of PoK is Muzaffarabad, a town located in the valley of the Jhelum river. 

▪ It is divided into 10 districts. 

▪ In 1963, through an agreement, Pakistan ceded to China over 5,000 sq km of J&K land under its control, in the 

Shaksgam area, in northern Kashmir, beyond the Karakoram. 

▪ Gilgit Baltistan is a picturesque, hilly region to the north of PoK. 

▪ The British sold it, along with the rest of J & K, to the Dogra ruler of Jammu, Gulab Singh, after defeating Sikh 

army in 1846, but retained controlled over the area through a lease extracted from the Maharaja. 

▪ This lease was last renewed in 1935. 

▪ In 1947, a British army officer imprisoned Maharaja Hari Singh’s governor in the region, and handed over the 

area for accession to Pakistan. 

▪ Gilgit Baltistan (GB) is spread over 72,871 sq km, and is five-and-a-half times the size of PoK. But it is sparsely 

populated, with just under 20 lakh people. 

▪ Though both PoK and GB are ruled directly from Islamabad, neither is officially listed as the territory of Pakistan. 
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▪ Pakistan has just 4 provinces: Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (which now includes FATA), Balochistan, and Sindh. 

▪ PoK and GB are both “autonomous territories”. 

▪ Pakistan has kept this fiction going, as incorporating these areas into its map would damage its international 

position in the UN 

▪ For India, on the other hand, as per the resolution passed by Parliament in 1994, PoK and GB are both part of the 

State of Jammu and Kashmir, And Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India by virtue of its accession to 

India in 1947. 

▪ It also demanded that, Pakistan must vacate the areas of the Indian State of J&K, which they have occupied 

through aggression. 

THE LANCET CHILD & ADOLESCENT HEALTH REPORT 

The report gives a comprehensive estimates of disease burden due to malnutrition and its trends in every state 

of India. 

▪ According to the report, two-thirds of the 1.04 million deaths in children under 5 years in India are due to 

malnutrition. 

▪ The overall under-five death rate due to malnutrition has decreased substantially from 1990 to 2017. However, 

malnutrition is still the underlying risk factor for 68% of the deaths in under-five children in India. 

▪ The Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY) rate attributable to malnutrition in children varies 7-fold among the 

states. 

▪ The deaths rate range as high as 72.7% in Bihar and a low of 50.8% in Kerala. 

▪ Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh are states with a high such proportion. 

▪ Meghalaya, Tamil Nadu, Mizoram and Goa have the lowest proportions of such deaths. 

▪ Among the malnutrition indicators, ‘low birth weight’ is the largest contributor to child deaths in India. 

▪ It is followed by child growth failure which includes stunting, underweight, and wasting. 

▪ For substantial improvements across malnutrition indicators, states need to implement an integrated nutrition 

policy. 

GLOBAL CLIMATE STRIKE MOVEMENT 

Students in more than 2,000 cities across the world are holding demonstrations under the #FridaysforFuture 

movement. 

▪ The #FridaysforFuture movement, also known as the ‘Youth Strike for Climate Movement’, started in August 

2018. 

▪ It was started by Swedish student ‘Greta Thunberg’, who skipped school to protest outside parliament for more 

action against climate change. 

▪ ‘Thunberg’ called for a strike every Friday until the Swedish parliament revised its policies towards climate 

change. 

▪ Gradually, students and adults from across the world started mobilising and demonstrating in front of parliaments 

and local city halls in their respective countries. 

▪ Thousands of events are planed from September 20th to 27th, Millions of students to walk out of classrooms, 

workplaces and homes, to join together in the streets and demand climate action and climate justice. 

▪ The strikes are registered to take place in over 2,350 cities. 

▪ In India, strikes have been scheduled in New Delhi, Chennai, Pune, Mumbai, Phagwara (Punjab), Nagercoil 

(Tamil Nadu), Kishangarh (Rajasthan) and several other places. 

▪ Students are demanding ‘urgent’, ‘decisive’ action to keep global average temperatures from rising above 1.5 

degree Celsius. 

▪ The global strikes will commence just as the “UN Climate Action Summit 2019” set to take place in New York on 

September 23, where Thunberg has been invited. 

▪ These global school movements have been supported by scientists as well 
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▪ The sentiments behind these school student movements are The “broken promises” of older generations, Members 

of which continue to extract and use fossil fuels, leading to increased CO2 emissions and subsequently, increasing 

average global temperatures. 

▪ Thunberg sailed through transatlantic, from Britain to the United States to take part in a United Nations climate 

summit. 

HYDROGEN-POWERED VEHICLES 

China, Japan and South Korea have set ambitious targets to put millions of hydrogen-powered vehicles on 

their roads. 

 

▪ Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) have been upstaged by electric vehicles (EVs). 

▪ A hydrogen vehicle is a vehicle that uses hydrogen fuel for motive power.  

▪ Hydrogen vehicles include hydrogen-fuelled space rockets, as well as automobiles and other transportation vehicles.  

▪ The power plants of such vehicles convert the chemical energy of hydrogen to mechanical energy either by burning 

hydrogen in an internal combustion engine, or, more commonly, by reacting hydrogen with oxygen in a fuel cell to 

run electric motors.  

▪ Widespread use of hydrogen for fuelling transportation is a key element of a proposed hydrogen economy 

▪ As of 2014, 95% of hydrogen is made from natural gas. It can be produced by thermochemical or pyrolytic means 

using renewable feedstocks, but that is an expensive process. 

▪ Renewable electricity can however be used to power the conversion of water into hydrogen: Integrated wind-to-

hydrogen (power-to-gas) plants, using electrolysis of water, are exploring technologies to deliver costs low enough, 

and quantities great enough, to compete with hydrogen production using natural gas. 
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▪ The drawbacks of hydrogen use are high carbon emissions intensity when produced from natural gas, capital cost 

burden, low energy content per unit volume at ambient conditions, production and compression of hydrogen, and the 

investment required in filling stations to dispense hydrogen. 

CORPORATE TAX RATE CUT 

The government has cut the corporate tax rate for domestic companies to 22% from the existing 30%. 

▪ New domestic manufacturing companies, incorporated after October 1, will have to pay only 15% provided they 

start manufacturing by 2023 

▪ The stock exchanges zoomed within minutes after the announcement because for most established companies the 

tax cut would immediately lead to a pro-rata increase in profits. Essentially, a lower corporate tax is aimed at 

boosting investment by the private sector. 

▪ The two other factors contributing to growth, 

1. Government expenditure (where the fiscal deficit is under pressure) and 

2. Exports (which have been stagnant), both have little space to boost growth. 

▪ The cut in corporate tax chooses to single out private investment. 

▪ This is a long-term measure that would make it more attractive for businesses to invest, which in turn will create 

employment. 

▪ According to the government’s calculations, the latest corporate tax cut would cost it Rs 1.5 lakh crore. 

▪ The cuts either in personal Income tax or the GST would have yielded a higher immediate boost to economic 

activity. 

▪ They would have reduced prices and immediately left consumers with more disposable income to spend more. 

▪ But a cut in income tax only affects those who pay the income tax, which is a very small number of the economy. 

So, an income tax cut’s impact is limited by that. 

▪ On GST, a cut may have been more difficult to achieve because the decision is not contingent just on what the 

Centre wants, states too have to play ball. 

▪ Immediate impact of a cut in corporate tax is lower than the immediate impact of either an income tax cut or a 

GST cut, yet the long-term effect is decidedly more. 

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD) POLICY 

The Delhi Development Authority (DDA) approved the ‘Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Policy. 

▪ It plans to develop high-density, mixed-use areas around 5 Metro stations in Delhi in the first phase under this 

policy. 
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▪ The primary goals of the policy are to, 

1. Promote the use of public transport and discourage dependence on private vehicles and 

2. To provide walking-distance access to public transport to the maximum possible numbers of people 

3. To promote mixed housing and markets close to Metro stations. 

▪ The relevance of TOD lies in the fact that despite a 373-km Delhi Metro rail network and other public transport 

options. 

▪ Delhi has been unable to deliver efficient, comfortable, affordable, and subsidised parking options. This has led to 

commuters relying on automobiles, especially private vehicles, much more than on public transport. 

▪ At the heart of TOD, also lie the principles of healthy, more environment-friendly lifestyles. 

SAGITTARIUS A 

It is a supermassive black hole sits 26,000 light years away from Earth, near the ‘Galactic Centre’ or the centre 

of the ‘Milky Way’. 

▪ Since the discovery of Sagittarius A 24 years ago, it has been fairly calm. 

▪ This year, however, Sagittarius A has shown unusual activity, and the area around it has been much brighter than 

usual. 

▪ 1Reason for this unusual activity, 

1. Sagittarius A may become hungrier and has been feeding on nearby matter at a faster rate, it is described as a 

“Big feast”. 

2. A black hole does not emit light by itself, but the matter that it consumes can be a source of light. 

3. Sagittarius A could be growing faster than usual in size. 

▪ The current model that measures its level of brightness maybe inadequate and is in need of an update.     

▪ Another possibility involves a bizarre object known as G2. 

▪ It is most likely a pair of binary stars, which made its closest approach to the black hole. 

▪ It is possible the black hole could have stripped off the outer layer of G2. 

▪ This could help explain the increased brightness just outside the black hole. 

MARSIYA POETRY 

Recently, Former Vice President, praised Marsiya tradition of Urdu poetry, calling the art form an important 

part of ‘Adab’ (literature). 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The word ‘Marsiya’ means ‘Elegy’, meaning a poem which is a lament for the dead. 

▪ Marsiya poetry, holds special significance for Shia Muslims. 

▪ It is a form of literary expression that is dedicated to describing the persona of ‘Imam Hussain’. 

▪ He is the grandson of the Prophet and a revered figure in the Islamic world. 

▪ He and his kin underwent hardships during the historic Battle of Karbala. 

▪ It praise his family members who died at the Battle of Karbala in the year 680 CE in present-day Iraq. 

▪ Marsiya is typically read in the month of Muharram. 

▪ The Marsiya tradition first evolved in Delhi and the Deccan. 

▪ It reached its zenith under the patronage of the Nawabs of Lucknow, 

▪ He encouraged the art form in 18th and 19th centuries around the same time when Mughal power was steadily 

receding. 

▪ Its most iconic poets are ‘Mir Anis’ and ‘Mirza Dabir’, who made a profound impact on Marsiya. 

▪ Marsiya is usually sung, and set to Indian Ragas, creating a fusion of music and poetry. 

HAPPY SEEDER 

Using ‘Happy Seeders’ (HS) for direct wheat sowing leads to increased productivity, hence farmers must ‘stop 

burning paddy stubble’ to clear the fields. 

 

▪ ‘Happy Seeder’ (HS) or ‘Turbo Happy Seeder’ (THS) is a tractor-operated machine. 

▪ It is developed by the Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) in collaboration with Australian Centre for 

International Agricultural Research (ACIAR). 

▪ It is for in-situ management of paddy stubble (straw). 

▪ It costs around Rs 1.50 to 1.60 lakh and is manufactured by different companies. 

▪ The agriculture department gives 80% subsidy to farmer groups and 50% subsidy to individual farmers. 

▪ The average wheat yield a farmer gets using traditional sowing method (after burning stubble) is 19-22 

quintal/acre. 

SOLAR POWER – A UNEP REPORT 

Solar power is set to drive the global investment in new renewable energy capacity according to a report by 

UNEP. 

▪ Globally, the solar power capacity added 638 GW during 2010-2019. 

▪ The report, has been released ahead of the UN Climate Action Summit 2019, tracked trends and opportunities in 

the renewable sector since 2004. 

▪ Investment in renewable energy capacity hit $272.9 billion worldwide in 2018, exceeding investments in new 

fossil fuel generation. 

▪ Capacity investment in renewable energy in developing countries outweighed those in developed countries for the 

4th consecutive year. 

▪ The capacity investment in developing countries, excluding China and India, reached 22% up than the previous 

year (2018). However, Investments in China and India, on the other hand, together fell 36%. 
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▪ Developed economies invested $125.8 billion, 10% higher than the previous year (2018). Middle East and Africa 

region saw capacity allocations jump 61% in 2018. 

▪ A slowdown in fossil fuel subsidies, which runs into billions of dollars every year, has indicated a shift towards 

renewables. 

▪ 1.1 billion people still lack access to electricity globally, access can be given through technologies like off-grid 

solar power. 

▪ The cheapest option in many countries around the world is either solar or wind. 

ALL INDIA SURVEY ON HIGHER EDUCATION (AISHE) 2018-19 

▪ AISHE was initiated in the year 2010-11 by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD).  

▪ The main objectives of the survey was to, 

1. Identify and capture all the institutions of higher learning in the country. 

2. Collect the data from all the higher education institutions on various aspects of higher education. 

▪ Data is being collected on several parameters such as, Teachers, student enrolment, programmes, Examination 

results, education finance, infrastructure. 

▪ Indicators such as Gross Enrolment Ratio, Pupil-teacher ratio, Gender Parity Index. 

▪ These are useful in making informed policy decisions and research for development of education sector. 

▪ AISHE 2018-19 showed the gender distribution of students enrolled in various higher education courses in the 

country. 

▪ The total estimated student enrolment in the country is 3,73,99,388, out of which 51.36% are male and 48.64% 

female. 

▪ The ‘Gender ratio’ is higher on the male side in most courses, but there are exceptions, 

▪ Female enrolment is higher at M Phil and Postgraduate. 

▪ Enrolment at UG level is 51% male and 49% female. 

▪ Diploma has a highly skewed distribution at 66.8% male and 33.2% female. 

▪ At PhD level, male enrolment is 56.18% and female enrolment is 43.82%. 

▪ At integrated level, the distribution 57.50% male and 42.50% female. 

▪ PG Diploma student enrolment is 54.09% male and 45.91% female. 

▪ A higher overall share of male students in enrolment is a trend also in most of the states. 

▪ The report is based on voluntary uploading of data by institutions of Higher Education listed in government portal. 

 

ATLANTIC MERIDIONAL OVERTURNING CURRENT (AMOC) 

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Current (AMOC) is thought to be slowing down for the last 15 years, which 

could have drastic consequences on global climate. 

▪ A new study suggests that AMOC is getting help from the Indian Ocean. 

▪ Atlantic Meridional Overturning Current is the large system of ocean currents operating in the Atlantic Ocean. 

▪ It circulates the waters between the north and the south. 

▪ It ensures the oceans are continually mixed, and heat and energy are distributed around Earth. 

▪ Warming as a result of climate change, the Indian Ocean is causing a series of cascading effects that is providing 

AMOC a “jump start”. 

AMOC 
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▪ As warm water flows northwards in the Atlantic, it cools, while the evaporation increases its salt content. 

▪ Low temperature and high salt content raise the density of the water, causing it to sink deep into the ocean. 

▪ The cold, dense water deep below slowly spreads southward. Eventually, it gets pulled back to the surface and 

warms again and, the circulation is complete. 

▪ This continual mixing of the oceans, and distribution of heat and energy around the planet, contribute to global 

climate. 

▪ Another oceanic system, which is more frequent, is the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). 

▪ This involves temperature changes of 1°-3°C in the central and eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, over periods 

between 3 and 7 years. 

▪ El Niño refers to warming of the ocean surface and La Niña to cooling, while “Neutral” is between these 

extremes. 

▪ This alternating pattern affects rainfall distribution in the tropics and can have a strong influence on weather in 

other parts of the world. 

PRESENTLY 

▪ AMOC has been stable for thousands of years. 

▪ Data since 2004 and projections are cause for concern. 

▪ It is not clear whether the signs of slowing in AMOC are a result of global warming or only a short-term anomaly. 

▪ Yale University research - AMOC had weakened substantially 17,000 to 15,000 years ago. 

▪ The new study, by Fedorov and Shineng Hu of Scripps Institution of Oceanography, appears in Nature Climate 

Change. 

UNITED IN SCIENCE REPORT 

The report was compiled by WMO under the umbrella of the Science Advisory Group of the UN Climate 

Summit. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ It stated that global temperatures have increased by 1.1°C since 1850, and have spiked 0.2°C between 2011 and 

2015. 

▪ In 2018, the annual growth in CO2 emissions soared 2% and reached a record high of 37 billion tonnes. 

▪ The current levels of CO2, methane and Nitrous oxide represent 146%, 257 % and 122% respectively of 

preindustrial levels. 
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▪ Moreover, the average global temperatures from 2015-2019 are also on track to be the warmest five-year period 

on record. 

▪ The increasing climate change has also accelerated sea-level rise, and made oceans more acidic than ever before. 

▪ Global sea-levels increased to approximately 4 mm/yr during 2007-2016, from 3.04 mm/yr during 1997-2006. 

▪ Rise in CO2 levels, meanwhile, are responsible for the growing acidity in the oceans. 

▪ Oceans are a major source of carbon sink. They store nearly 25 % of the annual human induced CO2 emissions. 

▪ The report also recorded a decline in Arctic sea ice by 12 % per decade from 1979-2018. 

▪ Antarctic ice sheet lost at least six-fold amount of ice annually between 1979 and 2017. 

▪ Report suggested that, to combat the impacts of climate change, there is a need to triple the ‘Nationally 

determined contributions’(NDCs). 

▪ It highlights the urgent need for development of concrete actions that halt global warming and the worst effects of 

climate change. 

NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL (NGT) 

Over the past few years, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) has reached a crossroads. 

▪ Instead of giving financial and administrative support to NGT, efforts are usually directed towards diluting its 

powers. 

▪ Taking into account the increasing number of environmental cases and the involvement of multi-disciplinary 

issues 

▪ Government enacted the NGT Act in 2010 for the effective and expeditious disposal of cases relating to 

environmental protection, conservation of forests and other natural resources. 

▪ To address complex environmental cases, 

1. Section 4 of the NGT Act prescribes that the tribunal shall consist of a full-time chairperson, 

2. At least 10 but not exceeding 20 judicial and expert members at all times. 

▪ Section 14, 15 and 16 of the Act state that, 

1. The tribunal shall have the jurisdiction over all civil cases where a substantial question relating to 

environment is involved. 

2. Provide relief and compensation to the victims of pollution and other environmental damage arising under the 

environmental acts, and 

3. Hear appeal from any person aggrieved by any order or decision related to environmental matters. 

▪ In the last 9 years, the NGT has never got the minimum strength to address the increasing number of 

environmental litigations. 

▪ With no indication of appointment of more judicial and expert members from the MoEF&CC, the 4 zonal benches 

have been completely shut over the past 1 year. 

▪ Hearing of the zonal bench litigation is nowadays taking place via video-conference and that too only for 1 to 2 

hours. 

▪ No expert members to address complex environmental problems ranging from nuclear waste to bio-medical 

wastes to hazardous wastes. 

▪ In the absence of variety of expert members, decisions, related to the compensation amount to be paid by the 

polluter are arrived at without any scientific basis. 

▪ This has resulted in an increasing number of appeals against the NGT’s decisions in the Supreme Court. 

▪ There is no institutional mechanism to enforce the orders of the tribunal. 

▪ Most of the landmark orders of the NGT related to Ganga water pollution, Delhi pollution, and solid waste 

management remain unenforced. 

▪ Countries like New Zealand and Australia, have specialised environmental courts and they regularly restructure 

administrative and financial support to increase its efficiency. 

▪ The government needs to provide adequate financial and human resources as NGT deserves more attention today. 

SUTLEJ YAMUNA LINK CANAL (SYL) 

The Supreme Court recently asked Punjab, Haryana and Centre to sort out SYL issue amicably. 
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▪ It has brought to centre stage the contentious issue of sharing of waters between the two states. 

▪ The issue dates back to 1966 at the time of reorganisation of Punjab. 

▪ When Haryana was formed, a need arose to share river waters with the newly formed state. 

▪ But Punjab was opposed to sharing waters of Ravi and Beas rivers with Haryana citing riparian principle. 

▪ A decade before the formation of Haryana, the water flowing in Ravi and Beas was assessed at 15.85 million acre 

feet (MAF). 

▪ Union government had organised a meeting in 1955 between the three stake-holders Rajasthan, undivided Punjab 

and J&K. 

▪ Rajasthan was allotted 8 MAF, undivided Punjab’s share was 7.20 MAF and J&K got 0.65 MAF. 

▪ A decade after reorganisation, the Centre issued a notification allocating 3.5 MAF to Haryana out of 7.2 MAF, 

Punjab’s share. 

 

▪ In 1982, the then PM launched the construction of Satluj-Yamuna Link canal (SYL). 

▪ A stretch of 214 km SYL was to be constructed out of which 122 km was to cross Punjab and the rest 92 km in 

Haryana. But Akalis launched an agitation in the form of Kapoori Morcha against the construction of the canal. 

▪ Then in 1985, then PM and the then Akali Dal chief signed an accord agreeing for a new tribunal to assess the 

water. 

▪ Eradi Tribunal headed by Supreme Court Judge Balakrishna Eradi was set up to reassess availability and sharing 

of water. 

▪ The Tribunal, in 1987, recommended an increase in the shares of Punjab and Haryana to 5 MAF and 3.83 MAF, 

respectively. 

▪ In 1985, Akali Dal chief was killed by militants, in less than a month for signing the accord. 

▪ In 1990, a chief engineer and a Superintending Engineer were killed by militants and the construction came to a 

halt. 

▪ As per government’s study, state’s many areas may go dry after 2029. 

▪ The state has already over-exploited its groundwater for irrigation purposes. 

▪ When farmers are committing suicides and the raising need for saving water, Punjab says, sharing water with any 

other state is impossible. 

▪ Haryana has been staking claim on Ravi-Beas through SYL canal on the plea that providing water for irrigation 

for the state. 
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▪ Haryana has been lamenting that justice had been denied to the state by not providing its rightful share as assessed 

by a tribunal. 

PARTICIPATORY GUARANTEE SCHEME (PGS) 

FSSAI expects, the Agriculture Ministry’s PGS to incentivise more farmers to grow organic food. 

▪ Participatory Guarantee Scheme (PGS) is a process of certifying organic products. 

▪ It ensures that their production takes place in accordance with the laid-down quality standards. 

▪ The certification is in the form of a documented logo or a statement. 

▪ The certified organic food production is still very low. The PGS brings together peer group of farmers and the 

costs are low. 

▪ According to PGS-India, 

1. An ‘Operational Manual for Domestic Organic Certification’ published in 2015. 

2. It was published by the ‘National Centre of Organic Farming’, Ghaziabad, under the Ministry of Agriculture. 

3. PGS is a quality assurance initiative, operates outside the framework of third-party certification. 

4. According to a definition formulated by the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 

(IFOAM), 

5. PGSs are “locally focused quality assurance systems”. 

▪ It certified the producers based on active participation of stakeholders and are built on a foundation of trust, social 

networks and knowledge exchange. 

▪ IFOAM is a Bonn-based global umbrella organisation for the organic agriculture movement. 

 
▪ Four pillars of PGS in India are, 

1. Participatory approach, a shared vision, transparency and trust. 

2. The advantages of PGS over third-party certification, identified by the government document are, 

3. Procedures are simple, documents are basic, and farmers understand the local language used. 

4. All members live close to each other and are known to each other. 

▪ Because peer appraisers live in the same village, they have better access to surveillance. Peer appraisal instead of 

third-party inspections also reduces costs. Mutual recognition and support between regional PGS groups ensures 

better networking for processing and marketing. 

▪ It offers every farmer individual certificate and the farmer is free to market his own produce independent of the 

group. 

▪ Individual farmers or group of farmers smaller than 5 members are not covered under PGS.  They either have to 

opt for third party certification or join the existing PGS local group. 

EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME 

Recently, the Gujarat government launched the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), the world’s first market for 

trading in particulate matter emissions. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ While trading mechanisms for pollution control do exist in many parts of the world, none of them is for particulate 

matter emissions. 

▪ For example, 

1. The CDM (carbon development mechanism) under the Kyoto Protocol allows trade in ‘CARBON CREDITS’. 

2. The European Union’s Emission Trading System is for greenhouse gas emission. 

3. India has a scheme run by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency that enables trading in energy units. 

▪ The ETS is a regulatory tool and it is launched in Surat. 

▪ It is a market in which the traded commodity is particulate matter (PM) emissions. 

▪ It is aimed at reducing the pollution load in an area and at the same time minimising the cost of compliance for the 

industry. 

▪ The Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) sets a cap on the total emission load from all industries. 

▪ Various industries can buy and sell the ability to emit PM, by trading permits (in kg) under this cap. 

▪ For this reason, ETS is also called a cap-and-trade market. 

▪ Partners in the ETS project - Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL), Energy Policy Institute at the 

University of Chicago in India, National Commodities and Derivatives Exchange e-Markets Limited (NeML) and 

South Gujarat Textile Processors Association. 

INDIGENOUS FUEL CELL SYSTEM 

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) has unveiled the first indigenous high temperature fuel 

cell system. 

▪ It was launched in partnership with Indian industries under the flagship programme “New Millennium Indian 

Technology Leadership Initiative (NMITLI)”. 

▪ A fuel cell is an electrochemical device which directly converts the chemical energy of a fuel into electrical 

energy. 

▪ In a fuel cell, the fuel and the oxidant, which is usually oxygen or air, are supplied continuously from an external 

source and power is also drawn continuously. 

▪ In a conventional battery, on the other hand, the fuel and the oxidant are contained within and when these 

reactants are consumed the battery must be replaced or recharged. 

▪ A high temperature fuel cell using a solid oxide electrolyte, and operated at temperatures above 700°C, is a highly 

efficient energy conversion device utilizing primarily gaseous fuels like H2and CO. 

▪ It can also be operated in the reverse manner as a high temperature steam electrolyser to produce hydrogen. 

▪ It would replace Diesel Generating (DG) sets and help reduce India’s dependence on crude oil. 

CSIR 

▪ It was established in 1942 as an autonomous body, though mainly funded by Ministry of Science and Technology. 

▪ It is registered under Societies Registration Act, 1860. 

▪ Prime Minister is the ex-officio president and Minister of Science and Technology is the ex-officio vice president 

of CSIR. 

▪ It runs 38 laboratories/institutes, 39 outreach centers, 3 Innovation Centers and 5 units throughout the nation. 

▪ CSIR Achievements – It developed India’s synthetic drug – Methaqualone in 1950. 

▪ It completed the complete sequencing of the Human Genome. 

▪ It established first ever in the world 'Traditional Knowledge Digital Library' accessible in 5 international 

languages - English, German, French, Japanese and Spanish. 

▪ The Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Prize was established by CSIR in 1958, named after its founder. 

▪ The research categories - Biological Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Earth Sciences, Atmosphere, Ocean and 

Planetary, Engineering, Mathematical Sciences, Medical Sciences & Physical Sciences are eligible for the prize. 

SASTRA RAMANUJAN AWARD 

▪ The SASTRA-Ramanujan Award was instituted in 2005 by SASTRA University. 
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▪ It is conferred annually on mathematicians from across the world who are less than 32 years of age, working in an 

area influenced by the genius Srinivasa Ramanujan. 

▪ The age limit is 32 years to commemorate the fact that Srinivasa Ramanujan accomplished a phenomenal body of 

work in this short span. 

▪ In 2019, it will be awarded to mathematician Adam Harper, Assistant Professor with the University of Warwick, 

England. 

▪ He was awarded for several outstanding contributions to analytic and probabilistic number theory. 

CYBERDOME 

It is Kerala State police department’s premier facility dedicated to prevent cybercrime and mitigate security 

threats to the State’s critical information infrastructure. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 

▪ It is the state-of-the art lab with enabling 

software to crackdown the criminal activities 

over the Darknet. 

▪ Darknet is a layer of the Internet accessible 

only by using special software like Tor (The 

Onion Router), or I2P, which stands for 

Invisible Internet Project. 

▪ Websites and information on the Darknet are 

intentionally hidden and cannot be accessed 

using traditional search engines like Google. 

▪ Its impermeability become a major platform 

for drug dealers, arms traffickers, child 

pornography collectors and other criminals 

involved in financial and physical crimes. 

▪ In order to handle these type of crimes, 

cyber-surveillance tools to detect and convict 

those responsible for industrial espionage. 

 

▪ Cyberdome has used social engineering as the lynchpin of its policing strategy to snoop on radical groups that use 

the net for extremist activities. 

GLOBAL SOLAR PARK 

The global solar park was inaugurated at UN headquarters by the Indian Prime Minister during the 

Gandhi@150 commemorative event. 

▪ It has 193 solar panels, each representing a member of the multilateral body. 

▪ It is a roof-top solar park which has the capacity of a 50-kilowatt hour (kWh) for each panel and the total output is 

86,244 KWh. 

▪ This equals 61 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide, 30,242 kg of coal burned, and carbon sequestered from 1,008 tree 

seedlings grown for 10 years. 

▪ It was built at the cost of US $1 million. 

▪ India is the third-largest emitter of greenhouse gases, after China and the US. 

▪ Coal power, cattle and paddy are major sources of emission, though per capita emissions are roughly a seventh of 

the US and less than half the world average. 

▪ India has pledged for a 33-35% reduction in emission intensity (emissions associated with each unit of economic 

output) by 2030, compared to 2005 levels in Paris agreement. 
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▪ India will host the 2nd general assembly of the International Solar Alliance, in New Delhi on the sidelines of 

COP-21, the UN Climate Conference. 

FOREST-PLUS 2.0 

Union Environment Ministry and US Agency for International Development (USAID) has launched Forest-

PLUS 2.0. 

▪ It is a 5-year programme that focuses on developing tools & techniques to bolster ecosystem management and 

harness ecosystem services in forest landscape management. 

▪ It is a set of pilot projects meant to enhance sustainable forest landscape management. 

▪ Previously, Forest-PLUS was completed in 2017. Forest-PLUS 2.0 was initiated in December 2018. 

 

▪ Achievements of Forest-PLUS – 

1. Promotion of bio-briquettes in Sikkim, 

2. Introduction of solar heating systems in Rampur and 

3. Development of an agro-forestry model in Hoshangabad 

▪ Forest-PLUS 2.0 - It comprises pilot project in 3 landscapes - Gaya in Bihar, Thiruvananthapuram in Kerala and 

Medak in Telangana. 

▪ These sites were chosen for the contrast in their landscapes – Bihar (Forest deficit area), Telangana (Relatively 

drier area) and Kerala (Rich in Biodiversity). 

▪ 3 Focal points of action under the programme are, 

1. Developing tools for multiple services in forests management 

2. Instruments for leveraging finance & mobilising investment from the private sector 

3. Economic opportunities for forest-dependent people. 

LRRK2 

▪ Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) is a kinase enzyme that protects the body against viral and bacterial 

infections by triggering inflammation like swelling, redness, heat and pain. 

▪ According to a recent study, this enhanced inflammation can lead to collateral damage to the body. 

▪ Inflammation caused by mutation in a gene can raise the risk of Parkinson’s and Crohn’s diseases as well as 

leprosy. 

▪ Leprosy caused by infections characterised by lesions in the nerve endings of the skin. 

▪ LRRK2, which causes excessive inflammation to defend body against a type of mycobacterium infects peripheral 

nerves, is thought to be behind leprosy. 

▪ The findings are also important for ongoing clinical trials of Parkinson’s drugs that can reduce excessive LRRK2 

activity. 
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▪ However, total absence of LRRK2 function can make people more prone to infections. 

SOCIAL STOCK EXCHANGE 

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, in the Budget announced that the government plans to create a social stock 

exchange (SSE), a platform on which social enterprises, volunteer groups and welfare organisations will be listed 

so that they can raise capital. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Envisioned as an electronic platform, an SSE will bring together social enterprises and impact investors on a common 

platform. On this platform, investors, like in any other stock exchange, will be able to buy shares (trading of 

securities or potentially debt, in the form of bonds) of listed entities — in this case of a social enterprise which has a 

mission aligned to their interests. On the exchange, a listed entity’s value will be linked to its social impact. 

BENEFITS 

1. India’s social enterprises ecosystem is growing fast, but in a recent survey conducted by the British Council 

India on the status of social enterprises, 57 per cent of the entities surveyed identified access to debt or equity 

as a barrier to growth and sustainability. By bringing social enterprises and investors on a single platform, SSE 

will provide the latter greater access capital. 

2. An SSE will not only give social enterprises access to capital, but will actually make the exercise much cheaper 

for them by standardisation of the process and does away with the need to engage and negotiate directly. 

3. Impact investors want measurable delivery. But over 27 per cent impact investors in India, a Brookings India 

survey says, find impact measurement difficult. At least 25 per cent said that finding high-quality investment 

opportunities was a challenge. Despite the development of tools such as the Global Impact Investing Rating 

System and Impact Reporting and Investment Standards, evaluation and monitoring the impact of investment 

and social returns remains a tricky issue. 

However, for SSE, stakeholders will develop a framework for monitoring of impact, and social enterprises 

accessing the platform for capital will be vetted before listing, thus ensuring quality and eliminating some of these 

issues. In simple terms, listing on SSE will be a seal of quality for a social enterprise and would provide investor 

confidence that due diligence has been undertaken. 

4. In the same Brookings India survey, over 44 per cent of impact investors surveyed identified ‘finding suitable 

exit options’ as a challenge. Lack of a liquid market place means the investors will be overly cautious, resulting 

in net investment going down. As a solution, SSEs offer exit routes. 

5. In the same Brookings India survey, over 44 per cent of impact investors surveyed identified ‘finding suitable 

exit options’ as a challenge. Lack of a liquid market place means the investors will be overly cautious, resulting 

in net investment going down. As a solution, SSEs offer exit routes. 

6. Given that listing on SSE would involve regular audit of impact that social enterprises create, it will promote 

competition between firms and encourage market discipline. The securities of the best performing social 

enterprises will carry a premium, and, in turn, the companies that are not efficient will be penalised by the 

market. 

7. Establishment of SSE will help the rapidly growing impact investment market in India to become a more 

regulated capital market. The proposed SSE will be regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India. 

8. As impact investment becomes more accessible with the help of SSE, money flowing into sustainable 

development would increase, reducing the burden on the government. If developed with the right framework, 

SSEs can emerge as an important channel for international development finance. 

NATIONAL POPULATION REGISTER PROJECT 

Government has proposed the idea of a multipurpose identity card for citizens based on National Population 

Register project. 
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▪ The NPR is a list of “usual residents of the country”, a “usual resident of the country” is one who has been 

residing in a local area for at least the last six months, or intends to stay in a particular location for the next six 

months. 

▪ Unlike the NRC, the NPR is not a citizenship enumeration drive, as it would record even a foreigner staying in a 

locality for more than six months. 

▪ The NPR is being prepared under provisions of the Citizenship Act 1955 and the Citizenship (Registration of 

Citizens and issue of National Identity Cards) Rules, 2003. 

▪ It is mandatory for every “usual resident of India” to register in the NPR. 

▪ It will be conducted in conjunction with the house listing phase, the first phase of the Census, by the Office of the 

Registrar General of India (RGI) under the Home Ministry for Census 2021. 

▪ Only Assam will not be included, given the recently completed NRC. 

▪ The NPR exercise is conducted at the local, sub-district, district, state and national levels. 

▪ The final enumeration will begin in April 2020 and end in September 2020. 

GOLDSCHMIDTITE 

 

▪ It is a new mineral from the Earth’s mantle, found inside a diamond in Koffiefontein, South Africa. 

▪ It has been named after Victor Moritz Goldschmidt, the Norwegian scientist acknowledged as the founder of modern 

geochemistry. 

▪ It has high concentrations of niobium, potassium and the rare earth elements lanthanum and cerium. 

▪ It is an unusual chemical signature for a mineral from Earth’s mantle, which is usually dominated by elements such 

as magnesium and iron. 

▪ Though the mantle makes up about 80% of the Earth’s volume but very little is known about it. 

▪ Diamonds hold clues as they are found up to 160 km beneath the surface, in the upper mantle. 

▪ Diamonds that are unearthed were brought up closer to the surface, probably as a result of violent volcanic eruptions 

when the Earth was hotter. 
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GALO COMMUNITY 

 

▪ The Galo community is one of the 26 major communities of Arunachal Pradesh. 

▪ They are found in Siang, Subansiri, Lepa Rada districts. 

▪ They belong to the Tani group inhabiting Assam and Arunachal Pradesh, besides Tibet. 

▪ They trace their common origin to a primeval ancestor, Abotani. 

▪ They have unique system of naming which helps them to maintain Genealogy (Tracing the names of ancestors). 

▪ They have a system of prefixing the second syllable of a father’s name to that of a son, who passes on the suffix in 

his name to his son. 

▪ But unlike the Mising (Assam), Adi, Apatani, Nyishi and Tagin, the other communities do not have this practice. 

NAMING OF AN ASTEROID 

▪ International Astronomical Union (IAU) serves as the internationally recognized authority for assigning 

designations to celestial bodies and surface features on them. 

▪ According to IAU’s guidelines, the privilege of naming a planet is first given to discoverers, who have 10 years to 

propose a name. 

▪ The discoverer or team is expected to write a short citation, explaining the reasons for assigning the name. 

▪ All names proposed are judged by the 15-member Working Group for Small Body Nomenclature (CSBN) of the 

IAU. 

▪ It has recently named an asteroid after Indian classical singer Pandit Jasraj. 

▪ It is located between Mars and Jupiter, and was discovered on November 11, 2006 by the Arizona based 

telescope. 

LITHIUM 

▪ Lithium Triangle is an intersection of Chile, Bolivia and Argentina, known for high quality salt flats. 

▪ Salar de Uyuni in Bolivia, Salar de Atacama in Chile and Salar de Arizaro in Argentina contains over 45%of 

known global lithium reserves. 

▪ Beneath Salar de Uyuni, the world’s largest salt flat lies the world’s greatest lithium deposits. 

▪ Bolivia, one of South America’s poorest countries, envisions development by harvesting lithium on an industrial 

scale from underground saltwater brines. 

▪ It can be mined from rock or processed from brine. 

▪ Lithium dissolved in underground saline aquifers called “brine”, pumped to surface by wells and then allowed to 

evaporate in vast knee-deep ponds. 

▪ A demand for electric vehicles and smart devices powered by lithium-ion batteries gives an opportunity for the 

development. 

BANKING AND FINANCIAL INCLUSION 

▪ Banks have control over a large part of the supply of money in circulation. They can influence consumption, 

production, employment and distribution of resources. 
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▪ It can play a role in maintaining equity and growth. Financial Inclusion has the ability to uplift financial condition. 

Although access to financial services is one of the key elements for poverty eradication, it is not viable for banks 

to reach all the villages and all the people through brick-and-mortar model. 

FINANCIAL INCLUSION IN INDIA 

▪ Banking and Financial inclusion go hand in hand in fostering economic growth and equitable distribution of 

financial resources in a more inclusive manner. 

▪ The banking sector is widely recognised as one of the important drivers for livelihood support for the poor and the 

disadvantaged sections of the society. 

▪ By reducing extreme poverty and building prosperity, the banks help accelerate economic progress. 

▪ Some of the interventions made by Government of India, Reserve Bank of India(RBI) and National Bank for 

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD). 

▪ Their steps taken for effective penetration of financial inclusion are 

1. SELF HELP GROUP BANK LINKAGE PROGRAMME (SBLP): This SBLP programme is cost effective 

and an effective tool for poverty eradication. The programme has proved that lending to the poor is bankable and 

when small loan products are offered to the poor even without collateral, they repay the dues on time. 

 

2. KISAN CREDIT (KCCS) AND GENERAL CREDIT CARDS (GCCS): The prime motive of this scheme is to 

help farmers to get quick and timely access to formal credit. Under the scheme, both owner cultivators as well as 

landless cultivators avail credit to meet their needs at subsidized rates of interest. Through the KCC, the farmers 

get bank loan for a variety of purposes in agriculture and allied sectors.  

 

3. BANKING OUTLETS IN VILLAGES: The Government’s focused thrust and supportive action plan has 

resulted in a significant growth in the number of banking outlets in rural areas. The number of banking outlets in 

villages due to the recent advancement of technology & communication network, infrastructure and scope of cost 

reduction and Government policy, the growth rate of branchless banking network has been increasing at a fast rate 

even in remote villages. The RBI in January 2006 issued guidelines allowing banks to employ intermediaries such 

as Business Correspondents (BCs) and Business Facilitators (BFs).The BCs are allowed to carry out banking 

transactions on behalf of the bank as agents The business Facilitators facilitates submission of clients‟ proposal to 

the bank. 

 

4. BSBDA ACCOUNT: The Financial Inclusion programmes in India became more focused with the introduction of 

‘No-Frills Account (NFA)’ in 2005. Under the scheme, the NFA offers minimum banking facilities to the account 

holders by having a zero balance. Later, in 2012, the no Frill Accounts were replaced with Basic Savings Bank 

Deposit Account (BSBDA) with the objective of strengthening the efforts for furthering Financial Inclusion drive. 

 

5. PRIME MINISTER JAN DHAN YOJANA(PMJDY): For extending formal financial services such as Banking 

savings & Deposit Accounts, Remittance, Credit, Insurance and pension in an affordable manner Jan Dhan yojana 

(PMJDY) scheme was launched on 28 August 2014. The major features of the scheme include: 

 

A) The facility to open a basic savings bank deposit (BSBD) account in any bank branch or BC outlet. 

B) Accidental insurance cover and life insurance cover; and 

C) An overdraft (OD) facility after satisfactory operation of the account for six months. 

SEQI 

NITI Aayog has released the 'School Education Quality Index' (SEQI) report. In this index, the quality of 

school education of 20 states has been ranked by number.  

In this list, Kerala is in the first place, Rajasthan second while Karnataka secured third place. 

NITI Aayog has prepared this index based on the data of 2016-17. The index emphasizes the efforts of schools to 

increase the learning ability of students. Punjab and Jammu Kashmir are at the 18th and 19th position in the list. 
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OBJECTIVES 

▪ SEQI aims to drive policy reforms that will improve the quality of school education.  

▪ The index seeks to institutionalise a focus on enhancing education outcomes by driving improvements in learning 

levels, access, equity, infrastructure and governance processes.  

▪ The index recognises that school education is a subject on the Concurrent List and that State-level leadership is 

crucial for improving outcomes in a cost-effective manner.  

▪ The index will serve as a regular and transparent review of the status of school education quality across the States 

and UTs. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

STATES/UTS                                     LARGE STATES SMALL STATES UNION TERRITORIES 

 Kerala Manipur Chandigarh   

BEST 3 STATES Rajasthan Tripura  Dadar & Nagar Haveli 

 Karnataka  Goa  Delhi  

 

▪ The list has been categorized into three parts – Large States, Small Sates and Union Territories. 

▪ Top 3 states are Kerala, Rajasthan and Karnataka. And, top 3 bottom states are Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir and 

Uttar Pradesh. 

▪ The smaller states which have been ranked separately include eight states - Manipur, Tripura, Goa, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Sikkim, Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh. 

▪ Uttar Pradesh is one of the largest states in the country but its performance in the field of education is unfortunate. 

▪ The names of 20 states with rankings 

▪ Kerala (1), Rajasthan (2), Karnataka(3), Andhra Pradesh (4), Gujarat (5), Assam (6), Maharashtra (7), Tamil Nadu 

(8), Himachal Pradesh (9), Uttarakhand (10), Haryana (11), Orissa (12), Chhattisgarh (13), Telangana (14), 

Madhya Pradesh (15), Jharkhand (16), Bihar (17), Punjab (18), Jammu Kashmir (19) and Uttar Pradesh (20). 

UNGA 2019 

The 74th session of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) is currently on at the UN headquarters in 

New York. The UNGA 2019 began on September 24 and it would conclude on September 30, 2019.  

BACKGROUND 

The UNGA 2019 meeting comes amid growing global tensions including tensions between India and Pakistan over 

Kashmir, recent attacks on major Saudi Arabian oil facilities, US-Iran tensions and rising extremism. The concern 

over climate change has also grown many folds after the massive fire in the Amazon rainforest, the world’s largest 

rainforest. 

UNGA 

▪ The UNGA or United Nations General Assembly is the parliament of the world, where all the 193 UN member 

states are represented. 

▪  The UNGA is the deliberative, policymaking and representative organ of the UN.  

▪ The UNGA along with the UNSC are two of the six main organs of the United Nations. 

▪ The UNGA takes a decision on important matters such as peace and security, discusses various global issues and 

budgetary matters.  

▪ The assembly also decides on matters such as the admission of new members. 

▪ The UNGA takes decisions on the important questions through a vote.  

▪ Admission of new members and budgetary matters require a two-thirds majority, while the decision on other 

issues are taken by a simple majority. 

▪ Each sovereign state gets one vote and the votes are not binding on the membership, except in budgetary matters. 

The UN General Assembly has no binding votes or veto powers like the UN Security Council. 
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▪ The UNGA can express world opinion, promote international cooperation in various fields and make 

recommendations to the UNSC and elect the Security Council’s non-permanent members. 

▪ The UN General assembly takes place annually at the headquarters of the United Nations in New York, US. 

▪ The current UNGA President is Tijjani Muhammad-Bande of Nigeria, who was elected to the post on June 4, 

2019. He succeeds María Fernanda Espinosa of Ecuador, whose term ends in September 2019. 

▪ Among the world’s 196 countries, 193 are UN member states and three nations- Palestine, the Vatican City and 

Taiwan are not a part of the international organization as their country status is not recognized globally due to 

political and religious reasons. 

▪ The two Koreas-North and South Korea were admitted as members of the United Nations in 1991. 

WORLD DIGITAL COMPETITIVENESS RANKING 2019 

India has risen by four places to be ranked 44th in the IMD World Digital Competitiveness Ranking 2019 

(WDCR). 

▪ In 2018, India was ranked at the 48th position and its position this year has improved overall in all factors 

including future readiness in exploring more digital technologies, knowledge and technology. 

▪ India’s biggest improvement in 2019 was in the technology sub-factor level, where it held the first position in 

telecommunications investment. 

▪ The World Digital Competitiveness Ranking measures the capacity of countries to develop, adopt and explore 

digital technologies, which transform business models, government practices and society in general. 

▪ The Index ranks the countries based on the following three factors: 

1. Knowledge: The capacity to understand and learn new technologies. 

2. Technology: The competence to develop new digital innovations. 

3. Future readiness: The preparedness for the coming developments. 

▪ Top 5 countries in World Digital Competitiveness Ranking 2019 

1. United States 

2. Singapore 

3. Sweden 

4. Denmark 

5. Switzerland 

▪ The other countries in the top ten included the Netherlands at the 6th rank, Finland at 7th, Hong Kong SAR at 8th, 

Norway at 9th and Republic of Korea at the 10th rank. 

▪ Many Asian nations showed significant growth from last year in digital competitiveness, as Hong Kong and South 

Korea entered the top 10 for the first time, Taiwan moved up to the 13th place and China made a huge jump from 

the 30th position to the 22nd. Indonesia also showed massive growth by rising to 56th rank from its 62nd rank in 

2018. China showed significant improvement in the knowledge factor. 

▪ India also showed significant improvement by jumping up four places. In knowledge factor, India fared best in 

graduates in sciences and R&D productivity by publication. 

▪ India fared best in the technology factor, especially in the telecommunications investment and IT& media stock 

market capitalization.  

▪ India has to still, however, work on enforcing contracts, mobile broadband subscribers, wireless broadband and 

internet users. 

WORLD MARITIME DAY 2019 

World Maritime Day 2019 is being observed on September 26 this year to celebrate the maritime industry’s 

contribution to the global economy.  

 

 

 

In 2018, The World Maritime Day theme was, "IMO 70: Our Heritage – Better 

Shipping for a Better Future". 

In 2017, the theme of World Maritime Day was, "Connecting Ships, Ports and 

People”. 
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▪ World Maritime Day 2019 emphasizes on the importance of maritime security, marine environment and shipping 

safety. Many countries like USA, UK, Australia and Canada celebrate World Maritime Day with special events. 

▪ This year’s World Maritime Day theme is “Empowering Women in the Maritime Community”. 

▪  Its objective is to provide an opportunity to create awareness about the importance of gender equality. Another 

objective of this theme is to highlight the contribution of women in the maritime sector. 

▪ As per the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), when we empower women, it fuels economic growth 

across the globe and benefits everyone working in the maritime industry.  

▪ IMO believes that maritime industry is building a safe, sustainable, secure and clean shipping environment. 

GANDHI SOLAR PARK 

Prime Minister along with other world leaders inaugurated the Gandhi Solar Park at the UN headquarters in 

New York on September 24, 2019. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

▪ The world leaders also launched UN postage stamp on Mahatma Gandhi, commemorating his 150th birth 

anniversary.  

▪ The 50 kilowatt Gandhi Solar Park is the first of its kind symbolic Indian effort at the UN, which brings to focus 

India’s attempt to walk the talk on climate change and climate action. 

▪ The roof-top solar park was built at a cost of US $1 million. It has 195 solar panels and each panel is powered to 

reach the max of 50 KWn of power generation, which will take the park’s annual output to 86,244 KWh. 

▪ The annual output by the solar park will equal 61 metric tonnes of CO2, 30,242 kg of coal burned and carbon 

sequestered from 1,008 tree seedlings grown for 10 years. 

GANDHI PEACE GARDEN 

The 'Gandhi Peace Garden' was also inaugurated on the occasion by PM of India at the State University of New York 

at Old Westbury in Long Island. Approximately, 150 trees were planted in the peace garden to honour Mahatma 

Gandhi on his 150th birth anniversary. The Gandhi Peace Garden is a crowd-sourced project with people adopting the 

trees in the memory of their loved ones. 

 


